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. PARTHENON 
Special diplomas to be given May 7 
By Thereea Minton and Sharon I. Mitchell 
Presentation of four special diplomas will highlight com-
mencement ceremonies May 7 at 11 a.m. in the Huntington 
Civic Center, according to Registrar Robert H. Eddins. 
Betty Jo Jarrell, chairman of secretarial sciences at the 
Community College will receive a Doctorate of Education 
degree, the first of its kind issued to anyone from Marshall, 
Eddins said. 
Five years ago Marshall began the doctorate program for 
bio-medical scie.nces in conjunction with West Virginia 
University. · 
"Mrs. Jarrell began the program at WVU three years 
ago," he said, "but transferred to Marshall once the pro-
gram was adopted;" 
To commemorate the event; WVU's president, Dr. E. Gor-
don Gee will present the award to Mrs. Jarrell. 
aeceiving honorary degrees will be Dr. William J.·L. Wal-
lace, retired president of West Virginia State College, who 
will nceive the Doctor of Pedagogy degree; Robert E. Yan-
cey, retired president of Ashland- Oil, Inc., and former 
member of the Marshall Advisory Board, who will receive 
Singing In the rain 
Heavy rains and colder than normal temperatures 
cancelled the Spring Fnt concert sponsored annu-
ally by the Student Actlvltln Office and Student 
the Doctor of Science degree; and Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, 
retired Marshall Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
an 18-year member of the Marshall faculty, who will be 
awarded the Doctor of Humanities degree. 
Of the tentative list of eligible Marshall graduates, 
Eddins said approximately 700-800 of the 1,700 are expected 
to participate in the graduation ceremony. 
Students eligible for the commencement ceremony this 
year include students who received diplomas after the last 
session of summer school in 1982, the following fall term, as 
well as those completing graduation requirements in May of 
1983. · ,1f. 
"Most of those ·who attend are local students who gradu-
ate in May," Eddinuaid. "Thoeewhohavealreadyreceived 
diplomas in the mail from previous semesters seldom attend 
because they may have a problem leaving their jobs or may 
not wish to travel back to Huntington just for the 
ceremony." 
Immediately following the ceremony the Commencement 
and Honorary Degrees Committee will host a reception for 
graduates and their guests in Suite A of the Civic Center. 
Government Association Saturday In Ritter Park. The 
feature band, Pure Prarte League, did not perform. 
Photo by Sue Winnen. 
N·o pay raise is main faculty sacrifice 
By Nancy Howerton 
and Joe Harrie 
The main sacrifice some Marshall University faculty 
members said they made during the 1982-1983 school year 
due to mandated budget cute was foregoing a pay raise. 
"Salaries are low to start with and wi_th no pay raises it 
makes it difficult in terms of just providing for my family," 
Dewey D. Sanderson, associate professor of geology, said. 
"It makes one consider leaving education to go into 
industry." . 
Dr. Donna J. Spindel, assistant professor of history, said, 
"Not getting a pay raise in years has put a real hardship on 
the faculty." 
According to Dr. Richard B. Bonnett, chairman of the 
Department of Geology, "When you start comparing our 
salaries with schools of other size, we're lower." 
Dr. Thomas S. Bishop, professor of marketing, said he 
thinks not getting a pay raise was his only personal 
sacrifice. 
Some faculty members indicated they think they were 
also required to make numerous professional sacrifices due 
to the budget cuts. 
. Sanderson said the budget cuts have had a definite effect 
on the learning aspect of higher education. 
"One thing is in terms of the equipment we are able to 
get," he said. As an example, Sanderson said his depart-
ment has a seismograph that needs a replacement battery 
but no money to purchase one. 
Also, Sanderson said it is very hard to stay in contad with 
other members of the profession. 
"Phone calls are very difficult to get through on a WATTS 
line and we can't call direct," he said. 
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SGA opposes several new policy changes 
By Ro•e Hutchineon 
Balancing the budget is only one of 
several items keeping Student Govern-
ment Association President Michael L. 
Queen busy these days. 
"I'm working 10-hour days," Queen 
said. 
Other plans scheduled by SGA for 
completion by the end of this semester 
include selection of the Cabinet, choos-
ing a chairman for next year's Muscu-
lar Dystrophy Superdance and takin, 
stands against various issues facing 
the student body, Queen said. 
"Not quite half of the Cabinet has 
been selected," be said. "I want to take 
some time so each applicant can be 
interviewed." 
Queen said the SGA opposes raising 
credit/ non-credit requirements, chang-
ing the residence hall payment pro-
gram and · eliminating the 
check-cashing policy. 
SGA opposes the proposal of changing 
the · credit/non-credit grade require-
ment from a "D" to a "C" Queen said. 
"Student senate has already taken 
steps to oppose the idea ( ofraising the 
requirement)," Queen said. "We have 
petitions circulating now with about 
1,000 signatures. We hope to have 3,000 
to 4,000 signatures by the May 3 meet-
ing of the Academic Planning and 
Standards Committee," he said. 
A suggestion may be made by SGA, 
which plane to have a representative 
speak at the committee's meeting, to 
allow students who make an "A" or 
"B" in a class that was taken 
credit/non-credit to average the grade 
with their other classes, he said. 
"I think they (members of the Aca-
demic Planning and Standards Com-
mittee) want to raise the requirements 
for classes," he said, "But our plan 
would be much better and would also 
provide incentive for the student to 
work harder." 
· Queen said a plan by Marshall Uni-
versity Student Housing Office to elim-
inate the current four-payment 
installment plan in favor of a two-
payment plan will be challenged also. 
"IGC (Inter-hall Governing Council) 
. told me they were opposed and that's 
good enough for me," Queen said. 
He said it was hard enough for most 
students to make the four payments 
without having to worry about makin~ 
tw.~ larger payments. 
"It's easier for the students to make 
four smaller payments," he said. 
Although Queen said he was against 
the change for economic reasons, he 
said he was upset that no students were 
asked for their input about the change. 
Goes on to Miss West Virginia pageant 
"IGC was not contacted, nor were 
any other student organizations that I 
know of," he said. "I'm opposed to any 
change in policies without student 
input." 
· Ray Welty, assistant housing direc-
tor, said he had heard no complaints 
about instituting the new installment 
plan since it was first introduced about 
three months ago. He said there were 
several advantages with the program. 
"Some people have wanted to pay 
only once, but couldn't under the cur-
rent program," Welty said. "It's easier 
to bill once instead of twice." 
Billing once, he said, allows for less 
confusion and involves lees work 
which in tum cute costs. 
In addition, he said, it would give 
financial aid more time to allocate 
funds to students who need them. 
Welty said some students are forced 
to leave in the middle of the semester 
becaU8e of insufficient funds after they 
have paid the first installment. He said 
the new program would stop this prob-
lem. Then the students have not 
wasted eight weeks of their time, he 
said. 
The third project opposed by SGA is 
the elimination of the check-cashing 
policy at the Memorial Student Center. 
"We do not want it eliminated," 
Queen said. "It affects too many 
students." 
He said Warren S. Myers, director of 
auxiliary enterprises, may be asked to 
speak to the Student Senate about the 
pros and cons of continuing t~e policy. 
Basically there are two reasons 
which might force it to be discontinued, 
Queen said. One is the cost of paying 
someone to do the work and second is 
the security involved with moving 
money from the MSC to Old Main . . 
As ·for completing projects, Queen 
said, he hopes to have the MD Super-
dance chairman chosen before the end 
of the semester and a recruiting plan to 
gain student interest in SGA com-
pletE:_(i for summer. 
A brochure and a elide presentation 
are being compiled for recruiting pur-
poses at summer orientation and at 
state high schools, he said 
The program will be directed mostly 
at high school student councils, he 
said, in addition to the orientation pro-
grams. 
"We want to try to put an end to stu-
dent apathy before it begins," Queen 
said. 
"We may go around the state with it 
(the recruitment program)," he said. 
"Why wait?," be said about the pro-
grams. Many of them will be instituted 
in the fall and Queen said he wants to 
ensure student input before then. 
Kathy Mccallister receives· Miss Marshall crown 
Kathy McC• lll1ter,Mln M•r-
1hall Unlveralty 1983 
Now Renting Fumlahed 
Apartments For Summer 
and/or Fa,1 Term. 
Two bedroom, air cond. apts. 
Adquate space for four people 
to live and share expenses. 
Call 522-4413 betwHn 1:00-
5:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
Marshall Apartment,, Inc. 
Cavalier Enterprlaea, Inc. 
1434 Sixth Ave. Apt. 8 
By Nancy Howerton and 
Joe Harris 
After a year of preparation, Kathy 
McCallister's dream came true Sunday 
when she was crowned Miss Marshall 
University 1983. 
McCallister, a Huntington graduate 
student, was among eight young 
women vying for the title in the Miss 
Marshall University Scholarship 
Pageant, which was presented in the 
Club Pompeii of the Huntington Con-
vention Center. 
The pageant, which is sponsored by 
the Student Government Association, 
is an offical affiliation of the Miss 
America Pageant. The winner will 
represent Marshall in the Miss West 
Virginia Pageant in Clarksburg, 
Candy Cohen, director of the pageant 
and the first Miss Marshall, said. 
According to Cohen, who also served 
as the 1981 Miss West ,Virginia, the 
contestants in the pageant were judged 
on talent, swim suit, evening gown and 
a seven minute interview with the 
judges. 
Air brush artlat needed u 
aoon u po .. lble. Call for 
an appointment or apply 
In peraon. Alk for Andy 
or Tammy. Good Hm 
• Ing pollntlal. Located 
next to Sears 
Mall. 
.., ....... ............. 
For her talent McCallister, a 23-year- McCallister said she believed the 
old, 5-foot-6-inch brunette, did a con- hardest part of the pageant was the 
temporary ballet on point to "Chariots talent competition. 
of Fire." "I worked very hard preparing for 
For the swimsuit competition, the talent competition. There were a lot 
McCallister chose an aqua one-piece of very talented girls in the pageant," 
and for the evening gown competition she said. 
she wore a white and silver sequined McCallieter, who has also held the 
dress with a round neck and a slit on titles of the 1980 Mies Spri•ng Break 
the left side. and the 1981 Miss Virginia Point, said 
McCallieter, who has entered the she will now start preparing for the 
pageant for the past three years and Jun~ Mies West Virginia pageant. 
was second runner-up in the 1982 Mi88 After winning the crown McCallieter 
Marshall pageant, said she h~ been said, "I am going to go out to celebrate 
preparing for this pageant since two with my friends and I am going to eat a 
days after last year's pageant. . bigdinnerbeforegoingbackonmydiet 
"This pageant is something I've . to get ready for the Mies West Virgi-
always wanted to do," McCallieter nia," McCallieter said after winning 
said. "lfl want to do sometbingll don't the crown. 
give up until I've succeeded." As the new Mies Marshall, McCallie-
McCallister said she was not sure ter will receive gift certificates from the 
she would win the title. Smart Shop, Delmar' e, the Village Col-
"Y ou never know how these things lection and a three month membership 
will tum out. You can prepare until you to Shapee,Cohen said. 
are blue in the face. I thought I had a Jacqueline Smith, Hurricane junior, 
good chance, but I can't really come out was named first runner-up and Victo-
and say I thought I would win," she ria Wilburn, a graduate student, was 
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Opinion 
Dark seasons of W.Va. higher education 
Editor'• note: The following 11 the flrat of a two--
part editorial Nrlel dealing with the 1tat111 of 
higher education In WNt Virginia. Some of the 
facto,. that helped bring about the current finan-
cial plight -of higher education are con1ldered 
here. 
As fall passed into winter, winter into spring, 
spring into summer and summer fnto fall, so too 
have the economic ills of higher education 
passed from season to season. 
The 1983 spring semester happened to be one 
of the darkest that higher education in West 
Virginia 'has faced. The future does not look 
much brighter. In fact, it looks grim. 
It was announced last week that taxes and 
other receipts of the state general revenue fund 
in March fell $12.9 million short of advance 
estimates on which the state budget is based. 
Last January, when he ordered across-the-. 
board state spending cutbacks, Gov. John D. 
Rockefeller IV said-the state would suffer a.$91 
million revenue shortfall by June 30, the end of 
the fiscal year. But with $353.9 million, or 36 
percent of the budget, to collect in the final three 
months of the fiscal year, Don Adams, chief 
clerk in the state Auditor's Office, said the state 
will be hard pressed to meet even Rockefeller's 
projection. 
February tax collections were $14.6 million 
below projections, and the state has projected 
tax revenue collections of $144.9 million in 
April, $122 million in May and $117 million in -
June. If what has happened the past few 
months happens again, the financial situation 
obviously will get worse. 
The Legislature has authorized the governor 
to borrow up to $50 million from the state Board 
of Investments to help stem the shortfall. He 
already has borrowed $20 million. 
The question is why did the crisis-: and that is 
what it is- come about? In his Sta~f-the-State 
Address in January, Rockefeller blamed much 
of it on what he called "the Reagan Recession." 
Certainly the status_ of the national economy_ 
has had a major bearing on West Virginia's 
financial situation and in tum on higher educa-
tion, but Rockefeller and his administration are 
not without blame. 
A few years ago Rockefeller recommended 
removal of the 3 percent sale~ tax on food. Cer- -
tainly no one wants to pay unneeded truces, par-
·ticularly on necessities such as foo4. However, 
when this tax was removed, it seriously limited 
money coming into the general revenue fund. 
Also, the Rockefeller administration showed 
an amazing lack of awareness of the serious-
ness of the financial situation until it became 
necessary for drastic steps to be taken. Usually 
drastic steps have serious consequenc~s; for the 
state's higher education system, this semester's 
fiasco was one of the worst. 
One of the reasons higher education has been 
so casually mistreated is because of the lack of 
an organized voice to speak in Charleston in its 
hehalf. The West Virginia Board of Regents 
apparently is not loud enough. 
Until this semester, few persons spoke out for 
higher education. It took a near disaster to spur 
many students and faculty and staff members 
into action. Speaker of the House Clyde M. See 
Jr. said he got more heaffrom chicken farmers 
than supporters of higher education. 
That is unfortunate. We hope it is changing. 
Higher education in West Virginia has been 
poorly treated for too long, and everyone must 
share in the blame to a certain degree. 
If higher education is going to survive season 
after season, it has become increasingly appar-
ent that certain steps - some which may be 
unpopular - are going to have to be taken. 
Tomorrow: Sugge1tlon1 fo~ atablllty 
Some good things about this semester 
It is almost over. Only two more days of 
classes and then finals, and this semester 
comes to a close. 
Most everyone can look back on the 1983 
spring semester as one of the strangest and 
most difficult in Marshall's recent history. 
-From budget cuts to a new head basketball 
coach, the semester will be remembered for 
years to come. 
It seems only a few short days ago that 
people were talking about the possibilities of 
employee furloughs and a reduced semester. 
These subjects dominated many conversa-
tions until the West Virginia Legislature 
made an 11th-hour decision that saved the 
semester. 
Then people wondered whether the first 
summer school term was going to survive -
but on March 23, Provost Olen E. Jones 
announced Marshall would have two full 
summer school terms. 
After uncertainty of the effects of Gov. 
John D. Rockefeller IV's budget cuts on the 
spring, semester began to diminish, many 
people became caught up in the game of try-
ing to discover who would replace Bob Zuffe-
lato as Marshall's new head basketball 
coach. Speculation ended March 18 when 
Rick Huckabay, a good ol' downhome boy 
from Louisiana, was named head coach. 
Many other events occurred during the 
semester - some good and some not so good. 
Despite the state's horrendous treatment of 
higher education by Rockefeller and many 
state legislators, many people -at Marshall 
continued to work with dedication on pro-
grams that are intregal parts of this univer-
sity. The following is a .brief recapitulation of 
some of the good events and good people and 
programs at Marshall: 
Many organizations, groups and teams on 
Marshall's campus did quite well in competi-
tion this semester, some capturing top posi- · 
tions in various tournaments. Groups such as 
the women's basketball, bowling, Individual 
Events, College Bowl, Debate, and many 
other teams may not be recognized for their 
achievements as much as some others, but 
they are all very important parts of Marshall 
University. · 
Publications such as Escalade, Et Cetera, 
Musings and others offered students valua-
ble opportunities to show their writing ability 
to the public. These publications have pro-
vided - and -will continue to provide - a much 
needed forum for talented and creative 
students. 
The College of Liberal Arts Curriculum 
Committee adopted a proposal which would 
require students to prove their writing com-
petency. Or. Allan B. Gould, dean of the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, and many others have 
been concerned with the quality of academics 
within the college and have been working to 
upgrade the already-high quality of educa-
tjon at Marshall. · 
The Tutorial Program for Leaming Dis-
abled Marshall Students is helping 18 stu-
dents. Under the direction of Dr. Barbara P. 
Guyer, assistant professor of education, the 
program is offering students with learning 
disabilities improved chances to learn and 
grow. 
· Putting up with blistered feet, aching legs 
- and exhaustion, dancers in the Fifth Annual 
Marshall University Superdance raised 
$3,107.77 in donations for the Muscular Dys-
trophy Association. Thie is another sign that 
many Marshall students are interested in 
helping others. 
The W. Page Pitt School of Journalism's 
Internship Program has grown over the past 
few years mainly because of Dr. Ralph J. 
_.Vaughn 
Rhudy ~• :-_ .,i) ·, 
Turner's dedication to the program. Turner, 
associate professor of journalism and intern-
ship director, has spent hours talking with 
prosective intern employers, urging students 
to seek internships and spending time advis-
ing them. This year students from Marshall 
will be interning at such places as The West 
Palm Beach (Fla.) Post, The Dalias Morning 
News, The Cincinnati Inquirer, The Dow 
Jones News Retrieval Service, U.S. News and 
World Report, The Charleston Gazette, the 
Parkersburg News, the Martinsburg Even-
ing Journal, Columbia Gas, Ashland Oil, 
Cabell-Huntington Hospital and many 
others. 
These are just a few of the notable events 
that occurred this semester, and the notable 
programs and people that are important 
parts of Marshall University. Undoubtedly 
there are others that deserve praise and 
appreciation, but to mention everything 
would-more than fill the pages of this paper. 
The people - students, faculty and staff 
members, and administrators - make Mar-
shall tick. We haveagreatd~l to be proud of. 
Certainly, some areas need to be improved at 
Marshall, and I hope they will in the future. 
However, if one considers those things menti-
oned above, Marshall's a88ets and the value 
of a higher education become more clear. 
If these people, groups and programs can 
operate at such high levels under adverse 
conditions of budget cuts and spending 
freezes, think what they could do if they were 
treated with the respect they deserve. 
' 
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Faculty to 'dish it out' for students May 3 
By Grover Tadlock 
"The night faculty serve the atudents." 
Thia ia the alogan for the midnight breakfast, 
~•poDBOred by the ltiter-ffall Government Coun-
cil Food Committee and Custom Food Management, 
according to Dennia Daugherty, New Martinaville 
junior and IGC president. 
doughnuts, he aaid. 
Some · of the faculty memben helping with the 
breakfut are Preeident Robert B. Hayes and hia 
wife; Rita Mann, coordinator of atudentconduct; and 
Don L. Salyera, director of aecurity. 
Laat year more than 400 atudents participated in 
the breakfaat, Daugherty aaid. "The atudenta really 
aeemed to enjoy it." 
"We tried to attract attention by getting faculty 
member& which atudents have a lot of contact with," 
heaaid. 
He aaid that faculty memben enjoy the breakfast 
u much u the atudenta. 
The breakfast will be May 3 from 10 p.m. until 
midnight in the Twin Towers Cafeteria, Daugherty 
aaid. 
"Moat of the faculty members which worked at the 
breakfast laat year have aigned up to work again thia 
year," he said. 
The purpoee of the breakfutia to let students know 
that faculty memben care about them, he aaid, and 
to ahow that faculty memben give ofthemaelves for 
the students. 
Laat year only one serving line wu open and stu-
dents had to line up outside the cafeteria. 
The coat will be 75-cents per student for each time 
through the line, Daugherty aaid. 
"Thia year we are going to have both lines open 
and it ahould run a lot smoother," he aaid. 
The breakfaat will conaiat of coffee, milk, orange 
juice, egp, uuaqe, huh brown potatoes, tout, and 
"It alao givea students a chance to haveaome infor-
mal contact with faculty memben," he aaid. 
The breakfast ia coating Marahall University 
nothing, according to Daugherty. ''The money· we 
collect will pay for the extra food and services." 
Fall may bring new MU newspaper 
By Wei-ehinl Yan1 
A new campus newspaper called "Common Senae" will 
be publiahed atarting next fall, Mark Remingtom, project 
director. &aid. 
Remington, Harpera Ferry aophomore, aaid Common 
Senae will be aponaored by the Conaervative Club and 
will buically be a conaervative- new11P,&per. 
''The people in the aouthern part ofthea'tate are conaer-
vative,'' Remington aaid. ''They need a Marshall Univer-
aity newspaper that reflects their views. There ia not any 
newapaper doing that right now." ' 
Remington aid the newapaper will be more enlighten-
ing on local and national politics than ~e Parthenon. 
Hassell Woods Jr., Ottawa senior, aaid tue newspaper 
will provide an alternative viewpoint to some of the more 
liberal newa media that cover Marshall and Huntington. 
"I think we will do something to cure the political 
apathy that exiatll on Marshall's campus," Woods said. 
The biggest problem facing Common Sense ia a lack of 
money, Woods said. "We hope to get a grant from the 
National Institute For Educational Affairs." 
Woods aaid they had previously hoped to publish the 
newspaper thia aemeat.er, but because the grant applica-
tion ia a am-month proceu, the plan wu delayed. 
He aaid the NIEA will not give a grant to any organiza-
tion .which ia affiliated with,a political party. 
Instead of asking for the grant under the name of Col-
lege Republicans, the Conservative Club was formed, he 
aaid. , 
"We hope to get thia organization recognized before the 
end of thia semester," Woods said. 
Another problem ia that most of the people who are 
involved are seniors and will graduate thia semester, he 
aaid . . 
"We are having to recruit people that are undergradu-
ates and will be here," Woods said. 
Remington said the Conservative Club has to find an 
adviser for the organization. 
"Moat MU professor• are liberals and thia is a conser-
vative newspaper," Remington said. 
"It takes a lot more work to get a newspaper started on 
campus than people think," he said. 
Common Sense will be published twice a month in the 
beginning, &mington said. ' 'Then we are going to pub-
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By Faye DeHart 
Honors and awards will bepreaented 
to Marahall Univenity black gradu-
atea today at 3 p.m. in the Memorial 
Student Cent.. Alumni Lounge, 
accordin.1 to De Wayne Ly lee, coordina-. 
tor of the Minority Students' Program. 
Ly lee aaid the plll'J)08e of the fourth 
annual graduation reception was to 
,honor black graduatea and to present 
awards for high acholaatic achieve-
ment to black atudenta. 
A gift will be presented to.each of this 
year'a 45 MU black graduates, he said. 
The receptipn is aponaored by the 
Minority Students Office, Memorial 
Student Cent.. Room 1 W25. 
·mmmi 
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Dr. Troy Stewart 
Dept. of Polltlcal Science 
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David J. Hunt, South African gradu-
ate student, makes his side of an 
Issue known during a Student 
Senate meeting. Photo by Amy L. 
Corron. 
~Y Amy L. Corron 
David Hunt's perfect diction might make many a West 
Virginian green with envy. 
"I've lost much of my accent," Hunt, Johannesburg, 
South Africa, graduate student said. "When I first came 
here I had trouble understanding people and they had trou• 
ble understanding me." 
Hunt said being in sales has contributed to the loss of his 
"British" accent. 
"Unlees you put yourself·on a customer's level, he won't 
understand what you're saying or buy - he'll only listen to 
your voice," he said. 
Hunt has worked for Pied Piper, a music store in Hunting-
-ton, for the last two years as a salesman in audio and video 
aalee. He has taught guitar for Pied Piper for the last three 
years. . 
"Music is my biggest intereet," he said. "I like everything 
except nasal bluegrass. I enjoy jazz and most rock •· I love 
Toto." 
Hunt said he likea American music. 
"You have much more access to a wide range of music in 
the United Statee," he aaid. 
Hunt came to the United States with his family in 1978. 
"My father was offered a good job here through tJie VA 
. (Veteran's Administration) ayatem - he taught ant-worked 
for the medical school. We came here because it'11,safer," he 
uid. 
Hunt and his family are still South African citizens. His 
mother, father, sister, Debbie, 11, and brother, Peter, 19, 
were all born in South Africa. David, 23, was born in Farm-
. borough, Kent County, England. 
Hunt said they will not be eligible for United States citi• 
zenship until next year. 
Hunt said he came to Marshall University because "it was 
here. 
"We knew nothing about colleges and universities in the 
United States. I had no idea what a Yale wae." 
As a Marshall University student, Hunt hae been 
involved in many activities. 
"I was originally in graphic arts but changed to bueineee 
and I have finished my work and now have a management 
. degree," he said. 
"I'm very undecided about my future - I have a really wide 
range of interests." 
Hunt said he wae thinking about going to law school but ie 
now taking pre-med claeeee. 
Hunt ie a member of the National Management Aseocia• 
tion, the Ad-hoc Subcommittee to Investigate Institutional 
Goals, the Planning Advisory Committee arid Student 
Senate. 
Ae a student senator, Hunt said he hae served on all the 
senate committees and ie serving for hie second term ae 
president pro-tempore. 
Hunt has run the music for the Muscular Dystrophy 
Superdance for the past two years and rune music for frater• 
nity and sorority dances. 
When he came to the United States, Hunt said he suffered 
culture shock. 
"The United States an~ South Africa are completely dif-
ferent - in weather, cars, people and foods. It wae eo humid 
that when we went to look for care I would go from the 
air-conditioned car and dive into the showroom," he said. 
Hunt said the country of South Africa is beautiful. 
"It has snow-covered mountains and desert sand dunes; 
dense forests and gorgeous beaches. One coast is cold 
because it's on the Atlantic Ocean - the other is the Indian 
Ocean with warm water, palm trees and sugar cane. The 
center of the land is a flat plateau." 
He said there are many differences between the United 
States and South Africa, including values, schooling and 
food. 
"I have become much more materialistic. I like the fact 
that you can get a job and go on with your life. It was 
unheQrd of in South Africa for anyone to get a job before 
graduation," Hunt said. 
He said he thinks his education at St. Stithians College, 
an all-boys boarding school, fostered a better climate for 
education because of its strictnesa. . 
"I always wore a uniform and tipped my hat to all the 
masters, saying, 'good morning, sir.' " 
. An average day at school for Hunt began at 6:30 a.m. and 
lasted until 10:30 p.m. with activities varying for each year. 
"I would get up at 6:30 and run before breakfast. Classes 
were from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch from noon to 12:45 p.m. 
in the big boarding house lunch room. We all ate together -
we would eay grace and they would bring us our mail. 
Directly after school I had tennis practice and was free until 
5 p.m. Then we'd have ~ner with a table of 10 guys." 
Hunt said from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. was study time. 
"You eat at a desk with a strict matric (student monitor) 
watching over you. After study the matric (final year) stu-
dents could go to the matric room for recreation and the 
younger kids went to bed with lights out around 10 or 10:30 
p.m . 
"On Saturday afternoons we'd play rugby and girle' 
echoole would come out and be the spectators." . 
Hunt said women are much different in the United States 
from those of South Africa. 
"Women are eo much more approachable here," he said. "I 
would say that virginity in South Africa was about 70 per-
cent where here it ie probably the opposite - 70 percent 
non-virgins." · · 
Hunt said dating ie more formal ie South Africa. 
"Driving age ie 18 there eo your parents had to eecortyou. 
The only contact you had with females wae formal dances or 
when family friends came in." 
• ••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• 




"Precision Hair Designing" 
at Hair Art Studio .. 
WITH ANEW 
HAIR FASHION DESIGN 
rro%OFFoii7 
I . • PERMS • TINTING • MAKEOVERS • 
t. • FROSTINGS • HIGHLIGHTING • FACIALS • • ACRYLIC SCULPTURED NAILS ~ ..__WITH THIS COUPON - EXPIRES 5-14-83 -~~-------...... _,.. 
WE ALSO DO EAR PIERCING! 
HERE TO SERVE YOU: 
~2 Te, ... O"Neill(Owne,} · 
~ ~ lrendo Wolh • h1ty WOCNleff 
,J1~~ Mor.ho~ •loste,Giffoad 
' #..~ ~ We're making the best even beiter 
._., • ,##!,. I •• •• •• ,~...____ ..... . i~I ..... . I" --- --
· ~ ~~-~ ~_, 1531 4th AVE. . 
,J1~~ ijUNTINGTON, WV 
\ #..~ ~ . . ,., .. ~ 
' .... #~ •••• ,,,..1;;;;;;••• 1 <::. !!!! 
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Wiggins: a part of Marshall(and vice versa) 
By Donna Cox 
For the past seven years, Bill has had a habit, a 
habit named Wiggins. For lunch, Bill often eats at 
Wiggins, on the comer of Fourth Avenue and 16th 
Street. After being seated at one of the cushioned 
booths, he orders a steakcheburger or beans and corn 
bread and for an hour he leisurely enjoys his meal. 
Robbie Freeman, a member of the family that owns 
this particular Wiggins, said Bill is only one of many 
regular customers. Others include Marshall profes-
sors, students and personnel. 
Marshall and Wiggins have grown together -
they've been together for nearly 25• years, Freeman 
said. 
The last time Wiggins expanded its dining area 
was in 1963 - four years after opening, Freeman said. 
At that time, Marshall had only 3,900 students. 
Wiggins has many regular customers because of 
the specialities that make it distinct from the basic 
fast-food restaurant, Freeman said. 
"Since this is a family-owned restaurant, we can 
relax a nd be friendly," he said. "We keep up with the 
menu by trying new things. In the '40s and '50s ham-
burgers and cheeseburgers were all people wanted, 
but they're not enough today."· 
He reached for a menu on the end of the table and 
pointed out a few of the new additions to the menu: 
deli submarine, Ital~an steak, and ham sandwiches. 
But Wiggins sometimes offers more to its regular 
customers than food. 
"One time we had a belly dancer come and dance 
for one of our customers as a prank," Freeman said. 
"Sometimes when we know a customer well, we let 
him wait until payday to pay the tab." 
The Freeman& have been considering selling beer. 
"We have a lot of family trade, so this could be 
either a blunder or a money-maker," Freeman said. 
"We want our customers to tell us what they think." 
The beer would be in cans or bottles to avoid the 
smell created by draft beer and Wiggins' closing time 
would be extended from 8:30 to 11 p.m., if beer is sold, 
Freeman said. 
World War II mug shots and booth ste-
reos which activate the jukebox add to 
the leisurely atmosphere. at Wiggins. 
Wiggins has been a favorite place to 
· get a quick meal in ·a relaxed atmos-
phere for Marshall faculty, personnel 
and students, as well as for Huntington 
residents, since June 1959. 
so I pleyed golf instead. I'm not sick, ever. I don't have the money right now. If cancer's in the stars, it's in the stars. I went to the 
doctor's on the wrong day. I went to the wrong doctor's. Maybe next week I'll make it. It's against my religion. I'm scared. I need to lose a 
few pounds_ first. l'm too busy right now. The office w d all a rt without me. My father never went to the doctor's and he lived until 
he was 90. I don't like to think about it. Nothing's tor's fingers are too cold. I'm too young to worry about . 
cancer. I'm too old to care. I thought only rich peo and fix dinner. I never heard of it, My boos wouldn't 
give me the day off anyway. There was a great sale had a funny rattle. No one in my family .ever had 
cancer. I'm not afraid of cancer. I lost a button that . By the time they find it, it will probably be too late'. 
I was doing laundry. I haven't been sick a day in my I e. Cancer of the wh tors are boring. I my business I need every hour I can 
get. If I die tomorrow I couldn't ca ~ b · b met that afternoon. My docto(s 
omca is too far away. I forgot to h on. My clothes were at the laundry. 
I feel great. It upsets me to talk a why. If I haven't got cancer by now 
I'U never get it. I just don't want Id me not to worry. I was going to 
go but I remembered theloldfish needed feeding. I'd ge the way. I overslept and missed my 
appointment. Who cares. I don't have a doctor.• IJ . got out so I chased it around for hours. I forgot. 
I had to get a haircut. The kids wanted ice cream first eather was great so I played golf instead. I'm not sick, 
ever. I don't have the money right now. If cancer's i ent to the doctor's on the wrong day. I went to the 
wrong doctor's. Maybe next week I'll make it. It's d. I need to lose a few pounds first. I'm too busy right now. 
The office would fall apart without me. My father never d he lived until he was 90. I don't like to think about it. 
Nothing's wrong wi~h me anyway. My doctor's fingers are worry about cancer. 1'!11 too old to care. I _thought only 
rich people got that. I have to stay home and fix dinner. boss wouldn't give me the day off anyway. There was a 
great sale on linens I could,1 't miss. The car had a fun amily ever had cancer. I'm not afraid of cancer. I lost a 
button that day. There was a football game on. By. 1m t e b too late. I was doing laundry. I haven't been sick 
a day in my life. Cancer of the what? Ductors are ur I can get. If I die tomorrow I couldn't care less. 
But I eat right. I'm always exerc1S1ng. I forgot bn· r's office is too far away. ·1 forgot to cash a check. 
My dog was lost, and I had to find 1t. It was hun ry. I feel great. It upsets me to talk about it. The 
kids would rip the house apart if I went out. I don t know why. If I haven't cer by now I'll never get it. I just don't want to kno!'{. 
No one in my family ever had cancer anyway. My husband told me not to wo . was going to go but I remembered the goldfish needed 
feeding. It was raining out, and I was afraid I'd get sick on the way. I overslept and missed my·appointment. Who cares. I don't have a 
''Maybe it · · 1 go away!' 
The five most dangerous words in the English language. 
~ ~ri~a:~;ts~i~i~~+., 
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By Teresa S. White 
"These groups by. virtue of their 
nature should be developmental and 
service-oriented. They are to promote 
university and · community services, 
with the major emphasis toward inno-
vation and action." 
The groups written of are Marshall 
Greeks in "Expectations For Fraternal 
Life." The expectations make up one 
view that Greeks would like students to 
know exists in the Greek world. 
Many Greeks are involved in blood 
drives, student orientations, social-
service projects, charity fund raising 
and friendship building. 
Greeks also attend dances, sponsor 
parties, and throw beer kegs (empty 
ones) in Greek Week competition. But, 
according to Rusty Wigal, president of 
the Interfraternity Council and Reeds-
ville, Ohio, senior, the Greeks have 
These Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority 
women prepare to take on an oppos-
ing squad In the tug-of-war In thl1 
Hme1ter'1 Greek week games. Fra-
ternity participant• at bottom of 
page also waged wars of a kind In 
the games. Photos by Sue Wlnnell. 
been stereotyped as "drinkers and fun-
time kids, a reputation we don't 
deserve. 
"We are the organized students on 
campus and we're involved in a lot 
more than many people realize." 
Projects Greeks were involved with 
this semester included February's Red 
Cross Blood Drive in which Panhel-
lenic sorority women worked as volun• 
teers in collecting 216 units of blood; 
the dinner Alpha Chi Omega recently 
sponsored for the MU basketball team 
and coaches; and the ' "Jumps For 
Thumps" Alpha Tau Omega co-
sponsored that earned more than $800 
for the American Heart Association; 
A summer rush brochure is being 
sponsored by the Interfraternity Coun-
cil and Panhellenic Council to "give 
new insight on what a Greek is," Wigal 
said. 
Greeks constituted 2.9 percent of the 
student body population last semester. 
Several fraternities and sororities 
have dissolved their membership at 
Marshall in the last 10 years, while still 
others have been established. 
Among those di880lved were Kappa 
Alpha and Alpha Sigma Alpha. 
Some of the newer fraternities on 
campua include Alpha T-au Omega 
(1978), Alpha Sigma Phi (1980) and 
Sigma Nu (1983). Sororities · estab-
lished within the last ten years are 
Alpha Kappa Alpha (1973), and Sigma 
Gamma Rho (1983). 
Greeks number about 550 at Mar-
shall with 116 livingin chapter houses. 
Each chapter has its own live-in policy, 
dictating the amount of tinie members 
are required to stay in the chapter's 
house. 
Sara M. Crickenberger, president of 
Panhellenic Council and Hillsboro jun-
ior, said it is important for members to 
live in chapter houses, even if their 
hometown is Huntington. 
"If a member is from Huntington, it 
still helpe to move out of the (family) 
house and gain some independence," 
Crickenberger said. "If they're from 
• out of town, the house offers a · more 
home-like atmosphere than the dorms. 
Also, moet of the activities take place 
in the house, so you're more likely to be 
involved· if you live there." 
The two governing bodies for the 
Greeks are the Panhellenic Council 
(sororities) and InterfraternityCouncil 
(fraternities). 
Each group has a constitution which 
the chapters are required to abide by in 
·'order to be recognized as a Marshall 
. U.niversity chapter. The constitutions 
include guidelines on hazing, attend-
ance at council meetings, membership 
dues, grade point requirements, admin-
istration of rush and the adding of new 
chapters on campus. 
Each Panhellenic chapter or Inter-
fraternity Council chapter pays $2 per 
member per semester, with Interfrater-
nity Council setting a minimum of$25 
ana a maximum of $50. 
When additional chapters are pro-
posed for the Greek system, Interfrater-
nity Council and Panhellenic Council 
first consider the reactivation of a 
chapter that was formerly_established 
on campus and give second considera-
tion to chapters that have expressed 
interest in Marshall's campus. 
New chapter members are added to 
the Interfraternity Council by a two-
thirds vote of the delegates of all 
member chapters and approval by the 
university's Student Life Office. 
Panhellenic Council and Division of 
Student Affairs vote to determine if an 
additional chapter will be admitted as 
a sorority with official recognition. 
To remain in good standing with the 
university, each chapter must main-
tain a minimum overall grade point 
average of 2.0, as stated in Expecta-
tions For Fraternal Life. A chapter fail-
ing to maintain the average is requ1red 
to make efforts to remedy the situation 
the following term. 
Sororities top fraternities in overall 
Greek grade point averages with a 2.50. 
Fraternities have an overall GPA of 
2.28. Marshall Greeks taken together 
have a 2.32 GPA. 
The Alpha Xi Delta sorority has the 
highest Greek GPA at 3.2. 
/ 
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MU journalism students 
capture regional awards 
By Kim McAbee 
Marshall journalism students won 
four fint places and a second place in 
regional news and advertising compe-
tition over the weekend in Cleveland 
and Columbus. · 
Marahall joumaliata tied with the 
University r,f Cincinnati for the moat 
first-place finishes at the Region IV 
conference of The Society of Profes-
sional J oumaliats, Sigma Delta Chi, in 
Cleveland. With 28 delegates Marahall 
had the largest representation for the 
fourth straight year among schoola in 
Michigan, Ohio, western Pennsylva-
nia and West Virginia, according to 
Brian Tolley, Pinch junior and preei-
dent of MU's SPJ, SDX campus 
chapter. 
Advertising students placed second 
to Kent State University in competi-
tion among colleges and universities in 
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia in 
the American Advertising Federa• 
tion's Fifth District Regional Competi-
tion in Columbus. 
SPJ, SDX winners included Greg 
Friel, Marlinton junior and managing 
editor of The Parthenon; Sean Callebs, 
Huntington senior; Chris Fabry, Cul-
loden senior; and Evelyn Jackson, 
New Martinsville graduate student. 
The advertising team consisted of 
Victor Unnone, Froatburg, Md., senior; 
Christi Himmelrick, Hundred senior; 
Randy Meredith, Canonsburg, Pa., 
senior; Mike Dudding, Huntington 
senior; and Todd Marcum, Lavalette 
senior. 
Friel, who will become editor of The 
Parthenon in the fall, won the Best 
Depth Reporting contest with his ser-
ies of articles in The Parthenon uncov-
ering a grand jury investigation into 
financial aid practices in college 
athletics in which Marshall University 
was a subject. 
Callebs won the award for Best Tele-
vision News Non-Deadline for the.first 
report in a series on cockfighting, 
which is illegal in West Virginia 
The Best Television Spot News-
/ Deadline honor went to Fabry for a 
report on an accident during truck and 
tl'B,ctor pull competition at the Hun-
tington Civic Center. 
Both Callebs and Fabry presented 
their reports on WSAZ-TV. 
Jackson was tops in the Best Televi-
aion Documentary category. She won 
for a report on WPBY-TV about drunk 
driving . . 
All four winners now will advance to 
national competition, along with firat-
place finishers from . other regions. 
Results will be announced at the 
national meeting of SPJ, SDX in San 
Franciaco·in November, Tolley said. 
The advertising team was runner-up 
in the largest district competition in 
the country, according to Janet Dooley, 
Marshall instructor ofjoumalism. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
Advance Reglstratlon and Schedule Adjustment for the 
flrst and second summer terms will be conducted ln 
. the Registrar's Offlce, Maln 1-8 as lndlcated ·below. 
FOR CURRENi'LY ENROLLED STUDENTS ONLY: 
Aprll 25 thru Aprll 29 8:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m . 
Monday thru Thursday 
OPEN TO ANY STUDENT ADMITTED TO THE UNIVERSITY: 
. May 2 thru June 10 8:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Monday thru Thursday and 
8:00a;m.-4:00p.m. Frlday 
NOTE: Advance Reglstered Students May Adjust Thelr 
Summer Schedule Anytlme Durln9 Thls Perlod . 
Fees m·..ist be pald by Frlday, June 3, 1983 . All 
Reglstratlon and Schedule Adjustment after June 3 
must be accompanied by proper fees. 
Advance Reglstratlon and Schedule Adjustment 
for the second summer term wlll contlnue wlth 
the above hours through the flrst summer term 
perlod of June 13-July 1S. 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE _ - SECOND SEMESTER 82-83 
I ' I ' EXAM FRIDAY MONDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY I MAY 4 ' I HOUR APRIL 29 . MAY 2 MAY 5 MAY 6 I 1 
I ' 
I ' i 
8:00 a.m. Classes Classes I C lasses 
. C lasses Classes i 
tlll Meeting At: Meeting At: Meeting At: Meeting At: Meeting At: 
; 
I 
10:00 a.m. 10:00 MWF 9:00 MWF 11:00 MWF ! 
9:30 TTH 3:30 TTH 
i ' 
i i I ' 
10:lSa.m. Classe/3 Classes 
I 
Classes Classes I Classes ' ! i 
till Mee ting At: Meeting At: Meeting At: ·Meeting At: Meeting At: -1 
12 :15 p.m. 8:00 TTH 2:00 TTH 8:00 MWF 2:00 MWF 3:00 MWF I 
I i 
' 
1:30 p.m. Classes Classes Classes i- Classes 
tlll Meeting At: . Meeting At: Meeting At: Meeting At: 
3:30 p.m. 12:30 TTH 1:00 MWF 12:00 MWF 11:00 TTH 
3:45 p.m. ALL SECTIONS ALL SECTIONS ALL SECTIONS 
tlll Speech 103 Chemistry 100, Psychology 201 
5:45 p,m. 2 04, 211, 212 
EXAM DAYS: 
STUDY DAYS: 
Friday, April 29, Monday, May 2, Wednesday, ·May 4, Thursday, _ May 5, Frlday, May 6 
Thurs_day, April 28 and Tuesday,- May 3 (Thursday night classes meet April 28 - examined May 5) 
NOTE: All classes meeting 4:00 p.m. and after.will be examined at their regular _class meeting beginning 
Monday, May 2, through and including Thursday, May 5, even if the exam falls on a Study Day. 
All Saturday classes will be examined on April 30. 
The final set of grades are due in the Registrar's Office, Main 1-8, by 9:00 A.M., Monday, May 9th. 
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A look at MU's newest school 
Inside: 
On the following three pages 
is an in-depth look at the 
newly formed School of Fine 
Arts. The stories deal with 
its inception, progreH and 
the hopes that the director 
and department chairper-
sons have for the future. 
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Sc,hool of Fine ·Arts 




By Sara Crickenberger 
Next year's focal point for the Sc'ool ofJ"jne 
Arts is the students of the university, according 
to Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, director of the school. 
The effects of the first year have mainly been 
felt by administration and faculty, Balahaw 
said of the school which was created in Febru-
ary 1982 after the Board of Regents approved 
its formation. 
"My goal is to make the school impact 
stronger in a more demonstrative way on stu-
dent life," Balshaw said. . 
He said the creation of the school, which is 
composed of the Departments of Art, Music and 
Theater/ Dance, Auditorium Manager and 
Institut.e for the Arts has probably improved 
every aspect of the departments' service to the 
campus. 
The theater/dance department has been 
especially affected by the formation of the 
School of Fine Arts and its inclusion in the. 
newly formed school, he said. The theater sec-
tion, which had previously been part of the 
Department of Speech, has expanded dramati-
cally and gained a greater sense of 
identification. 
A number of new and refined courses have 
been added to the theater curricuh,m to add 
some highly specialized and directed courses, 
he said. 
The dance program, which has not yet been 
approved as a major, will be an entirely new 
sequence option, Balshaw said. The target date 
for approval of the dance·program in 1985. 
· A new graphic art program has also been 
approved since the creation of the school and is 
in the process of going into effect, Balshaw 
said. It is to provide advanced training in com-
mercial design. 
Several revisions and additions have also 
taken place· in the Department of Music, he 
said. These programs may not have been a 
direct result of the school, Balshaw said, but 
they were more easily accomplished as part of 
the school than they otherwise would have 
been. 
"We will have a much bett.er opportunity to 
increase our programs and thereby increase 
course offering in the futute,"'he said. 
Among the additions Balshaw said he is hop-
ing to implement are interdisciplinary sequen-
ces such as musical theater. 
"We are providing a lot of opportunity to rec-
ognize arts as a vital and vibrant part of the 
human endeavor," the director said. "Probably 
one of the ways we are able to stress that, 
become more aware of that, is because we have 
the opportunity to develop cross-fertilization." · 
THEATRE 
The school offfers two undergraduate 
degrees, the BFA, a profe88ional-type degree, 
and the BA, he said. 
No graduate degree is offered yet for theater-
/ dance, but an MA is available in art or music 
including art and music education and profes-
sional studio art and music fields, the director 
said. 
Balshaw said the faculty has had the oppor-
tunity to become more aware of their colleagues 
in the other art unities. He said he hopes that as 
the faculty members become involved with 
each other the intlu~nce will pass on to the 
students. 
"We will find students becoming more 
intrigued about what they can experience and 
.how they can benefit acr088 the boundaries of 
their disciplines," he said. · 
Balshaw said the school, which is one of the 
divisions of the College of Liberal Arts, and pl 
nned interdisciplinary programs will give the 
stµdent an opportunity to receive something 
bigger than just the immediate skill oflearning 
a particular technique. 
One of the greatest benefits of forming the 
school has been to faculty and administrators, 
he said. The department heads meet each week 
to discuss what each unit is doing. 
All of the school's resources can be combined 
toward solving any problems a unit encounters, 
he said. Programs run more smoothly and effe-· 
ciently as a result of that. 
"I have a feeling that ifwe make the school a 
success, we will have an easier chance of get-
ting approval of new programs if we can dem-
-0natrate the need," Balshaw said. "Success 
breeds success and we do not even consider that 
we will not be successful." 
Formation of new school has caused growth 
By Sandra Joy Adkins department. 
"I foresee a higher enrollment since there have 
Spirits are high 1n the Department of Theater- already been six new theater majors coming into the 
/ Dance as a result of recently becoming a separate department.-'! 
department within the School of Fine Arts, according The curriculum for the theatre majors nu been 
to Dr. N. Bennett East, professor of theater/ dance completely revised and updated, he said. 
and dep~ment c_hairman. . "There· ,are three different concentrations now 
He 881d formation of the School of Fine Arts has where previously there was no great specialization " 
~elped the Department of Theater/ Dance a great East said ' •~- . ft~-,;- · ~ · The three different cl888 con-
We h~ve grown smce the new department was . . · ...  ·. . centrati th t tud t formed, and it is because of the School of Fine Arts , ~ 1 ons. 8 . 8 s_ en ~an 
that we exist," East said. , :,;, . . takeareactmg/ directmg,design-
Th te cl · · all h f 
4 , • · . / theatre technology and general 
ea r asses were ongin y taug t as part o :_- / . . ·~ ,.,~ theatre combination. 
the Department of Speech and dance.classes asp~ . , 7~ , -~ - Raising the number of MU 
of the Department of Health, Physical Education , + . theatre od cti' to · ht f 11 and Recreation. _•,.~ pr II: ons e1g u . 
"The dance part of our program has not been fully - - ,-. scale shows 18 another plus for 
dev1:loped yet," East said. "!{e hope soon .to get a ~an°!!~1~~~t of Theatre-
cu?T?-culum and set ~P an option under the B~chelor MU Theatre will be putting on 
of Fine Arts degree 1n theater so that there will even · ht rod ct· · 1 d" ~ 
be 8 degree in dance." · · Eat e1g p u ions m e u mg 1our 
He said the effects of forming a department have plays and a combined musical with the Department 
been positive. of Speech during the regular term and three summer 
"Student and faculty excitement is high," East productions. 
said. "There is a lot ofincreased enthusiasm. Morale Faculty and staff of the Department of Theatre-
probably didn't go down as much for our faculty / Dance have been doing work in different surround-
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:h, high mora!.e 
:I Main. 
'Our new surroundings are a great plus because we 
nted to move to establish our own identity and it 
Is the faculty members in closer proximity with 
:h other," East said. 
'Before when we were part of the speech depart--
int, we had no central idea-to draw us together," he 
d . "Now there is more of an interchange between 
, three departments because we meet oore often 
cl have better communication." 
Uthough formtng a department has its positive 
,tunis, East said there are . still some 
onveniences. 
'We have no classroom facilities designated to us 
we have to beg, borrow and steal, so to speak," he 
d. "We need an open space for theatre 
88l00ms." 
le said because of the newly formed School of Fine 
ls, the Huntington area and Marshall University 
, going to have an increased awareness of the arts. 
I don't think many residents or students are 
are yet of that part of life," East said. "The arts 
t enhance a students cultural experience in 
lege." 
farshall can become a leading cultural center for 
ntington and the Tri-State Area and if heavy 
ustry <leclines, will become more of a major 
ployer, he said. 
MUSIC 
Faculty happy 
but full effect 
not felt yet 
lmpe,1 
By Sandra Joy Adkins 
The faculty in the Department of 
Music is happy with the formation of 
the School of Fine Arts, but the full 
impact has not reached everyone yet, 
according to Leo Imperi, associate pro-
fessor of music and department 
chairman. 
"We hope to eventually get into a 
coordinated endeavor of presenting the 
arts, but it will take awhile," he said. 
"We want to work towards a common 
goal, but the departments of art, music 
and theatre-dance are still isolated 
from each other." 
He said performances have always 
been a big part of activity in the 
Department of Music in addition to the 
standard list of class offerings. 
"Not only do we need a facility that 
has classrooms," Imperi said, "but one 
that has a functional recital hall. · 
Because performance is the name of 
the game, we have to have space for 
parking to accommodate patrons. 
He said a new facility should be 
located where students could reach it 
A·RT 
on foot and be functional 
educationally. 
A new complex will generate the 
interest in the arts that we need and be 
an effective drawing factor for poten• 
tial students, he said. 
, The Department of Music offers 
opportunities to students including 
applied music, which is private studio 
study, and performing e11sembles, he 
said. 
Music majors can receive a bachelor 
of arts in music education or a bachelor 
of fine arts under the College of Liberal 
Arts. Students can choose between a 
degree in music performance, music 
history/ literature and music 
theory/ composition. 
Imperi said the Department ofMusic 
has done some Broadway musicals 
with the Department of Speech in 
recent years. 
"Now that we (music and theatre) 
are under the same direction, it might 
make easier working," he said. "The 
music department is really just an old 
unit with a different head." 
· Now that the arts are under one 
umbrella and directorship, depart-
ments can work in cooperation more 
completely and effectively than.in the 
past, lmperi said. 
The School of Fine Arts will be a 
functional school, he said, when the 
class offerings of the three disciplines -
music, art and theatre-dance - are 
coordinated. 
"Some of the offerings should be 
interdisciplinary, but we really haven't 
· had a chance to get together yet," 
Imperi said. "However, we are offering 
a musical-theatre course next 
semester. 
"Ultimately, the School of Fine Arts 
should offer a broad range of classes. It 
should become a College of Fine Arts 
but that depends on money, enrol• 
lment, interest and the 
administration." . 
He said.he thought the School of Fine 
Arts would become a college within 
five years and should eventually incor• 
·porate the Marshall Artists Series so 
there will be a coordination of the arts 
in the region. 
"There shouldn't be too many loose 
ends," he said. "Including the Artist 
Series, would help with coordinating 
scheduling." 
The impact of the formation of the 
school has not reached the public out• 
side of the immediate area, he said. 
"Marshall and Huntington should 
be the focal point of arts in this region 
and the School of Fine Arts should 
present offerings to makethat vision a 
reality," lmperi BBid. "The arts are 
beginning to be received as a vital part 
of life, but not many people in this area 
are aware of that." 
He said as the school becomes 
known, it will become a great attrac-
tion for students. 
"Although the Huntington area 
benefits in many ways frpm the School 
of Fine Arts already," lmperi said, "it 
has great potential for growth. Jwit 
imagine what life in Huntington would 
be like without the arts." 
Interaction one of school's benefits 
By Jamee B. Wade Jr. 
A chance to interact with other faculty members in a more 
productive way is one of the advantages of the formation of 
the Marshall University School of Fine Arts, according to 
June Kilgore, professor and chairman of the Department of 
Art. 
"Thanks to the new school, we can work for some common 
goals" she said. "We needed members of the different 
deparlments to know each other." 
Kilgore said she couldn't see the School of Fine Arts as 
anything but an improvement. 
Being a part of the school has not made that many 
changes in: the Department of Art, Kilgore said, but she said 
some new courses may be offered. 
Michael I. Comfeld, associate profes• 
sor of art and director of the Birke Art 
Gallery, said the different departments 
are working closer together already. 
He said Fine Arts 101 is a result of the 
different departments working together. 
"I think it (School of Fine Arts) is a 
very positive step toward the growth of t 
art at Marshall," _he said. "I'm really 
pleased with it." 
The biggest asset of being a part of the School of Fine Arts, 
according to Comfeld, will be the collective attempts of the 
different departments to retain currently registered stu• 
dents and to recruit new students for the school. -
Comfeld said he appreciated the fact that the members of 
the school strongly supported the Birke Art Gallery in its 
requests for more funds from the student fees that are col• 
lected each semester. 
"It is most beneficial to be a part of the School of Fine 
Arts," Comfeld said. 
_J 
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No centraliZation 
Fine arts school lacks unified facilities Roberta Walters 
-
Editor'• Note: Thia • rtlcle wa complled from Informa-
tion gathered In Interview• by Sandra Joy Adkln1, Sar• 
Crlckenbergei- and Jamea B. Wade Jr. 
The School of Fine Arts facilities are not centrally located 
on campus, according to Dr. Paul Balahaw, director of the 
school, and various teachers in the department are eager to 
centralize the school under one roof. 
The office for the school is located in Old Main, but the 
departments are located all over campus, Balshaw said. 
The Department of Music is situated in Smith Music Hall. 
The Department of Art is primarily located on the sixth floor. 
of Smith Hall with some studios on the third floor of Old 
Main and in a building that belongs to Buildings and 
Grounds on 20th Street, he said. 
The Department of Theater/ dance offices are in the base-
ment of Old Main as is the technical shop. The department 
also uses Old Main Auditorium for performances. Most 
theater classes are held in Smith Hall and the dance classes 
are in Gullickson Hall, Balshaw said. 
The InstitutefortheArtsofficeis located in Old Main with 
the school offices, he said. The Auditorium Manager has an 
office in the basement of Old Main. 
Birke Art Gallery, in the lobby of Smith Hall, also comes 
under the auspices of the school, Belshaw said. · 
After the Board of Regents approved the formation of the 
school, a task force was requested to prepare a "wish list," 
an assessment of the facility needs of the school, Balshaw 
said. 
"This document was to be submitted to the BOR in the 
spring of 1982 as part of a request to hire a consultant to 
prepare a master plan," he said. 
The document was prepared and delivered. In early July 
the BOR approved the request to hire a consultant and they 
are currently in the process of doing so, the director said. 
Belshaw said he expects the consultant to work closely 
with Marshall officials to examine the needs assessment 
and determine its accuracy before presenting the BOR a 
recommendation of what type facility is needed and what 
should be included in the facility. 
He said the question of facilities for the school is a very 
complex issue because of the diversity of the needs of the 
departments in terms of space, equipment and other factors. 
This is especially true considering the amount of money that 
is available. 
"Progrum drives facilities," Belshaw said. 
He said he was not aware of Sen. Robert Nelson's proposal 
to buy the Keith-Albee theater until he read about it in the 
newspaper. . 
"In the request to hire a consultant, the fine arts task force 
expressed our needs in four phases," he said "The fourth 
was to consider the need for.a large performance hall, in 
excess of 2,000 to 2,500 seating capacity. 
"In that document mention was made of a discussion at a 
workshop that the Keith-Albee might fulfill that need. And 
so, in our request document, we made mention of the fact 
-that it had been suggested and the consultant might want to 
look at it and make rtw;0mmendations." 
Although he is not satisfied with current facilities, Dr. N. 
Bennett East, chairman of the Department of Theatre-
/Dance, said the purch88e of the Keith-Albee would be 
unworkable for his department. 
"It is far too large," he said "It is impossible to have an 
effective training program while playing ~ a house that 
holds 2,000." 
Marshall University Theatre productions are presently 
held in Old Main Auditorium which seats 650 people. 
"We would not be able to do an intimate play because the 
play would get loat,'' East said. "As a home for university 
theatre, the Keith-Albee would not work." 
On the subject of buying the Keith Albee for use 88 a 
facility for the School of Fine Arts, Leo lmperi, chairman of 
the Department of Muic, had a definite opinion. 
"I do not think that buying the Keith-Albee should pre-
empt considerations for building a fine arts complex on 
campus," he said. 
If Marshall is going to have a concert hall, everything it 
should include should be taken into account, Imperi said. 
"The problems of the Keith include it being off campus, 
lack of parking space and the money it would take to get it 
into shape," he said. "The new complex should be designed 
as a concert hall taking into consideration acoustics, size 
and how it is going to be used. It also should be justifiable 
relative to costs." 
E·ast said a proposal was before the BOR to explore the 
new Fine Arts Cultural Complex on campus. 
"I think it will come," he said. "It is supposed to be a phase 
construction building with the theater part coming first, art 
second and finally a music recital hall." 
The consultant who will do the space study should be 
assigned soon, East said. 
"I would estimate that the facility will be on campus 
within four years," he said. 
East said the major problems with Old Main are. inade-
quate storage space, limited off-stage space and lack of ade-
quate dressing rooms. 
"We have no showers and are hindered because the shop is 
in the basement," he said. "Also, we need an open space for 
theater classrooms and rehearsal space." 
East said he thinks the productions have been very suc-
cessful despite the facilities. 
lmperi said the music department is not as disadvantaged 
in regards to facilities as some other departments 
"After we moved here, we realized certain areas of need 
might have been better addressed," he said. "Because our 
operation has expanded, we have a storage problem." 
Imperi said he is pleased with discussion of a fine arts 
complex that would house art, music ·and theatre/dance. 
"We need all the necessary facilities that woulit allqw us to 
grow as we should," Imperi said. "Then we could be visible 
and known as the center for fine arts in the region." 
Main function 
of art institute 
is .'support' 
By Sara Crickenberger 
The main role of the Institute for the 
arts is to provide support for the aca-
demic departments within the School 
of Fine Arts, according to Roberta Wal-
ters, manager of-the Institute. 
"I have many functions, but the 
primary thrust is to work to promote 
the fine arts at Marshall -- from mak-
ing press releases to talking to people 
to he) ping them plan their even ts." she 
said. "We're really not in the program-
ming business; we are in the support 
business." 
The Institute, which is located in Old 
Main Room 112 along with the School 
of Fine Arts office, was created four 
years ago as a result of a grant to the 
university, Walters said. 
The program has been reevaluated 
since its inception, she said. It was 
determined that consistent promotion 
was what had been lacking in the past, 
so that became an aim of the Institute. 
"But my offrce is any visual or per-
forming arts group or facility in the 
Tri.State," she said. 
He said a fine arts facility-following the formation of the Walters said she attends a Jot of 
school will spotlight what the school can do. events and makes arrangements to get 
The recital hall in Smith Music Hall has become a prob- Marshall arts into those places. 
lem in recent years, he said. 
"It is very difficult for outside groups to put on theater Outreach to the pulbic is a major 
type programs in a recital hall," lmperi said. "We need a area of concern in her activities with 
small recital hall where simple music would be performed the Institute. She said she sees out-
and a large recital hall for more elaborate productions." reach as helping the university and 
servicing the community by sharing 
The Department of Art is in "desperate" need of satisfac- · the high quality things that are availa-
tory facilities, including more gallery and studio space, hie through the university. 
according to June Kilgore, chairman of the department. 
Kilgore said she would like to see more rooms a vaila hie for "My idea of outreach is taking what 
the different types of art classes. She said now one room is we have at Marshall and reaching out 
used for to teach several different art processes. to the community," Walters said. 
Kilgore said the art students need a ground-level facility 
with large studios where they would have plenty ofroom for She said the opportunities for the 
working and storage. . Institute are limited only in that she is 
When larger studios are available, Kilgore said, the the only personnel member of the unit. 
department would like to start a Master's of Fine Arts 
program. She said she has to rely on the tele-
On planningforthefuture,Balshawsaiditwasimportant phones 8 great deal to find out about 
to realize that the plans being made now will continue long events. The Institute publishes a 
after any of the planners are still here. monthly newsletter, "Arts Forum," 
"Let's riot plan for the year 2000, but let's plan for well into which lists art activities in the Tri-
the 21st century," he said. State Area. 
"We hope most of the arts units in the 
communjty will use the Institut.e 88 a 
coordinating body to reduce conflict-
ing events," she said. 
Walters said she thinka a strong 
Institute and strong communications 
will make Marshall more attractive to 
the students and the general public 
and get them to come to events on 
campus. 
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Housing director calls 
job problems exciting 
By Tamara Wysong 
You won't find Ray Welty living in 
the residence halls now, but ask him-
about residence hall life, and he'll tell 
you it's "fun." · 
Welty lived in residence halls for 10 
years before stepping into the position 
_ of assistant director of housing at MU. 
"As a matter of fact," he said, "I was 
living in Holderby Hall when I got this 
job. The people I worked with couldn't 
. believe it. They wanted to know how I 
could sleep at night, but in six months 
of living at Holderby there was only 
one night that I had trouble with 
noise." 
"I would have no problem aendiq 
my dallghter to Marshall," he said. 
"And I would have no problem with her 
living in the residence halls." 
He said he first.became interested in 
residence hall administration when he 
worked as a residence adviser at 
Slippery Rock State College in Slippery 
Rock, Pennsylvania. He later became a 
head resident there. 
After earning a Bachelor's Degree in 
health, physical education and recrea-
tion from Slippery Rock, Welty 
attended graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Miami in Florida, where he 
received his Masters of Education 
Degree. He worked there for two years 
in student personnel services. 
Welty came to Marshall in January, 
1979, as coordinator of student hous-
ing. The title was later changed to 
assistant director of housing. 
He said the latter title is sometimes 
awkward because the word "assistant" 
implies that there is a director of hous-
ing, when there is not. 
Concerning the residence halls, 
Welty said he thinks the decline in MU 
enrollment is the biggest factor in the 
shortage of residence hall students. 
"Seldom does any kind of situation 
come into this office that is not a prob-
lem," he said. "To me, that's what 
According to Welty, the quality of 
physical facilities and programming 
in the residnce halls improves each 
year. 
In addition to being assistant direc• 
tor of housing, Welty is chairman of the 
University Staff Council. 
keeps it exciting." _ 
According to Welty, Marshall is an 
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Na tlona I Marionette 
Theater 
David Syrotiak, Master Puppeteer, performs 
a series of sharply drawn vignettes with 
exquisitely carved marionettes. 
Tuesday, April 26, 8 p.m., Old Main 
Auditorium 
Tickets: FREE with M.U. 1.0. and Activity Card 
$4 Adult; $2 Faculty, Staff and Part-time students IW23 MSC 





Ray Welty, mlatant howlng dtrec- pn,graffl8 to enhance re1ldence haft 
tor, may be working on additional living. Photo by John Natale. 
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Researche.rs seek cure for ''bubble babies'' 
By Linda Cole Moffett 
"Bubble babies" or childnm with 
Severe Combined Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome (SCID) are of interest to two 
researchers at the Marshall School of 
Medicine. 
SCID is the subject of a study started 
six months ago by Dr. AlbertG. Moat, 
chairman of the department of microbi-
ology, and Thomas B. Gillis, assistant 
professor of microbiology. 
Moat said the public is probably 
most familiar with "bubble babies" or 
children who must live in a sterile, serf. 
contained-environment. He said these 
children have a life expectancy of six to 
12 years unle88 they are placed in such 
an environment. 
SCID is characterized by the break-
down of the immune systems in the 
body, Moat said. 
There are two types of immunity sys-
tems in the body, he said. The B-cell 
system produces antibodies which 
"fight infections, Moat said. This sys-
tem is the one most people are familiar 
with, he said In the T-cell system, the 
whole cell interacts against viruses, he 
said. 
In SCIO patients, both-immune sys-
tems are functioning poorly if function-
ing at all, Moat said. An individual 
with SCID will die from the slightest 
infection, he said. 
The syndrome usually .shows up in 
the first two years of life, Moat said. It 
is inherited and cannot be developed 
later, he said. 
Gillis said this syndrome has some 
similarity to Acquired Immune Defi-
ciency Syndrome (AIDS). AIDS is the 
widely publicized disease that is prim· 
Professor and author 
of book speaks ·qut 
By Jerry Keene . 
An MU English professor's book about poet Robert Browning will be pub-
lished by Cornell University Press. 
Dr. Lee'Erickson said Wednesday his book, "Robert Browning, His Poetry and 
His Audiences," is tentatively scheduled for publication in 1984. It is a critical 
study of all Browning's poetry, and is a revision and reworking of Erickson's 
doctoral diSBertation. 
It was written over a period of seven years, according to Erickson, who is 
currently engaged in the final editing of his manuscript. 
Erickson has been an assistant professor at Marshall for two years. He has a 
bachelor's degree from Yale University and a doctorate in English from UCLA. 
When asked to comment on the low salaries offered college and university 
faculty in West Virginia relative to other states, Erickson said, "I don't think 
money is an issue that is important to me." 
He said he believes money is important for improving the quality of education 
at Marshall. "More money would reduce class loads·on faculty by allowing more 
instructors to be hired,'' he said. When asked how academic standards could be 
raised at Marshall, Erickson said that tighter admission requirements could 
raise standards if the subsequent reduction in students did not involve a budget 
cut. . . 
He said he thinks a long range improvement in the quality of West Virginia's 
university and college students could be accomplished if the state would pass 
legislation that would require state high ~hool teachers to have degrees in the 
subjects they teach. "Other states have passed such legislation,'' he s~d. 
We'll help you invest in your ·future. 
, Cail 766-7111 Today! 
Un.:.-~ JIC:U i 
Bank of Dunbar 1 
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arily effecting the homosexual Moat said once the normal cells are 
population. ' present, researchers can study how to 
Both syndromes are characterized invoke the immune response by using 
by a breakdown in the body's immune antigens. An antigen is any substance 
syste~ and both. srnm:omes usually to which the body reacts by producing 
result m death, Gtlhs swd. antibodies, he said. 
"We don't know yet if a relationship 
exists between the two syndromes," 
Gillis said. 
Moat saia the first step to their 
research is to grow normal cells in 
tissues or culture bottles. 
Marshall's research method is uni• 
que from other schools in that MU is 
trying to simplify the system as much 
as po88ible, he said. 
Other researchers ' are studying peo-
-pie with SCIO or working with whole 
animals, Moat said. He said their 
method of working with cells is less 
expensive and less restrictive, he said. 
Gillis said their study is also unique 
in that they are trying to measure the 
cells' specific responses to specific anti-
gens. Other researchers have used non• 
specific stimulation, he said. 
Bone marrow transplants have been 
successful in treating SCID, Gillis 
said, but they are still in the experimen-
tal stage. The main problem is finding 
acceptable donors, he said. 
Moat said their study is funded only 
by an internal grant. He said he hopes 
there will be additional funding once 
they uncover some meaningful data. 
Recital features student tenor 
and Artist Series to present 
marionette show -- all tonight 
Keith R. Pennington, Kenova 
graduate student, will present a 
recital of Italian, French, and 
German art songs and Early 
English and Modern songs in a 
graduate recital today, at 8 p.m. 
in Smith Recital Hall, according . 
to the Marshall University Insti-
tute for the Arts. 
Pennington, a tenor, is a candi-
date for the Master of Arts Degree 
in Music, according to the ineti· 
tute. He has been a student of Leo 
V. Imperi, associate professor of 
Music. 
Pennington was the recipient 
of the Belle and Lynum Jackson 
Music Memorial which provides 
an annual award to an outstand-
ing music student demonstrating 
a potential contribution to the 
field of music and society in 
The important thing~ 
to have fun 
Spanky 
general. 
The recital is free to the public. 
"In Concert,'' featuring David 
Syrotiak's National Marionette 
Theatre, will be presented by the 
Marshall ' University Artist Ser-
ies' Student Division at 8 p.m. 
today, in Old Main Auditorium, 
according to Nancy P. Hindsley, 
series coordinator. 
"In Concert" is a series of 
vignettes, ranging from th~ 
· "Dance Recital" to "Final 
Remembrances of an Old 
Woman." 
The National Marionette Thea• 
tre is the first American mari• 
onette company to receive a 
Citation for Excellence in the · 
field of adult puppetry from, the 
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Last year's reorganization of 
the College of Llberal Arts has 
been te.nned the most Impor-
tant change by Dean Alan 8. 
Gould since he was named 
dean near1y three years ago. 
He says he expects further 
development of the fine arts 
lncludlng the creation of a 
Hparate college. 
Smith Hall ls the home of the university's College of Liberal Arts which 
provides service courses for other colleges of the university as well as 
for Its own majors. Dean Alan 8. Gould, top left, says money Is a 
problem for the college, but he says he Is pleased with progre11 that 
has been made. 
By Brent Archer 
Editor's Note: This is the fourth of a five-part series on the colleges 
at Marshall University. 
Marshall's liberal arts dean says his college has a lot to offer students, but 
it needs to do a lot more "selling" to get that message across. 
Dr. Alan B. Gould, completing his third y-ear as dean, said, "We don't sell 
and we have a lot to offer. I think we tend to preach to the converted. I'd like 
to see more emphasis in that area and we seem to be moving in that 
direction." 
Of all the changes in the college, last year's reorganization is probably the 
most important, Gould said. 
Before the reorganization, the only two divisions in the college were 
humanities and social sciences. Last year's change expanded the divisions 
to four, including communications, social sciences, humanities and the 
School of Fine Arts, Gould said. 
The college was the College of Arts and Sciences until 1977 when the 
Board of Regents changed it to liberal arts. 
Gould, former history chairman who became dean July. 1, 1980, said 
many operational changes have taken place in the past few years. 
"The administration of the college has changed," he s~id. "Along with 
that, has been the creation of standing personnel committees selected by the 
faculty and student advisory committees appointed by the departments." 
He said two major improvements include the creation of the School of 
Fine Arts and the development of a basic degree in humanities. 
The dean said fine arts had been only a component of the college until the 
creation of the School of Fine Arts last fall. 
NEW COLLEGE PLANNED 
"We've been able to coordinate it more effectively and give it greater 
visibility," he said. "Eventually it is-our hope that it will become a free-
standing college." 
He said he seees the mission of liberal arts and the fine and performing 
arts as inherently different and that a college of fine arts would function 
more effectively on its own. 
In developing a humanities degree, Gould said the college has been able to 
bring classical studies and religion together. 
"It is unique in t_hat it serves as an umbrella degr~," he said. 
Gould said a major challenge is providing a quality program in times of 
decreasing financial support. 
However, while he said money is an importantfactor in the operation of a 
college, he also said other ingredients are vital for success. 
"I would assume that money is not a cure-all," he said. "You can't argue 
that if you have the money you can get the job done. However, you must 
have adequate funding. Economic uncertainties and lack of funding do 
make it hard to function." 
He said while costs have risen over the years, the percentage of money 
allocated to the university has continued to decline - making it increasingly 
difficult to operate the college. 
Gould said he is pleased with the progress being made by the College of 
Liberal Arts, but said when he became dean he expected improvements to 
coine more quickly. 
"It's like anything else-- it depends on your perspective," he said. "When· I 
first became dean, I expected things to move faster than they did. But after 
two years I realize the wheels of academe are finely ground. But I'm rather 
pleased with our progress." 
SOME THINGS CHANGE; SOME DON'T 
Speaking of the academic emphasis of the lil>eral arts program, Gould 
said he thinks it is changing in some ways, while remaining just about the 
same in others. 
He said the college curriculum has undergone very little change, which he 
termed. a good aspect. 
''The basic thing to do is to provide a liberal arts education. If you believe 
in doing that, you develop a curriculum to cover it. Those things are the 
components of a liberal education." 
He said changes in specific areas of the college continually are taking 
place. 
"In the sense of degree programs, they are changing," he said. "We have a 
new degree in basic humanities, a criminal justice degree and an emphasis 
on journalism. We change in relation to demand." 
With an enrollment of about 2,200 students, the college serves two impor-
tant functions, Gould said. He said these include providing service courses 
for the whole university as well as providing courses for students enrolled in 
the college. 
He said in some aspects the college is dependent on the-0ther four colleges 
on campus for its ultimate success or failure. 
"Our successes and failures are tied to the· successes and failures of the 
other colleges," he said. "One college can't stand by itself. One beauty has 
been the cooperation at the deans' level in planning programs for the 
institution." · 
Gould said his goals include recruitment and retention of students . 
. In addiijon, he said he wants to work toward the development of profes-
sional degree programs in areas such as clinical psychology. 
The input of college planning committees also will improve the college, he 
said. 
"We have planning committees in the college, and we are developing a 
structure to allow as much faculty involvement as possible but within a 
structure," he said. 
Gould said he does not forecast any great increase in enrollment, nor does 
.he think there will be any further divisions of the college, with the exception 
of the possible formation of the College of Fine Arts. 1 . 
" I don't see any further break-up of the college - where would we put 
them?" he said. "The departments that are left are compatable with a 
liheral arts education." · 
__.--
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WMUL-FM selects new student manager 
By Kim McAbee 
Sherry White, Huntington graduate student, has 
been named the new WMUL-FM student manager. 
White is a graduate assistant in the Department of 
Speech and a broadcast major. 
White said there are no major changes she would 
like to have made in the fall 
"I would like to have a method available where 
students can learn about music and composers," 
White said. Having something to talk about on the 
air helps the students relax, she said. 
WMUL offers a variety of music, White said. 
"We have contemporary, jazz, album rock, contem-
porary Christian, street beat disco and soul," she 
said. 
The WMUL summer program will be basically the tion policy, seeing everything gets done, making sure 
same as it is now, White said. The hours will be the different directors know what is going on and 
reduced but the programs will remain the same. 
Cindy L. Martin, Beckley graduate students and 
current student manager, said the staff is much 
smaller in the summer, but the people are more dedi-
cated and like what they do. Scheduling is difficult in 
the summer, Martin said, because a lot of the stu-
dents want time.oft' for V'acations. 
There are no public affairs programs in the 
summer because there is not a public affairs claas, 
Martin said. 
White said that being student manager ia a "big 
responsibility," White said. Scheduling programs, 
finding people to fill spots, dealing with students' 
claas schedules, personnel problems, enforcing sta-
Tere's an old song 
keeping the morale high are just a few of the_ tliings 
the manager is responsible for, White said. 
Everyone at the station will face an adjustment 
next semester, White said. For new students the 
"whole idea of radio" will be frightening and will 
take some time to get used to, she said. For those 
coming back, the idea of having things run differ-
ently and having a new manager will take some 
adjustment, White said. 
"I'm looking forward to it. I'm nervous, but it 
doesn't scare me. It's a big step and a big reeponsil>-
lity ," she said. 
White •~id if someone would have told her years 
ago that she would be this far, she probably would 
have laughed in disbelief. -
Fountain wading 
risky, Samar says 
Save for the 
silver lining. 
I ~hat advises you to look for the 
.silver lining. Certainly a good piece of advice. 
But here's some better advice! Save for the 
silver lining. 
· Save enough to line those dark clouds. 
It's easy. Buy U.S. Savings Bonds through the 
Payroll Savings Plan. On the Plan, you set 
aside a little each payday for Bonds. And that'll 
chase some gloom away, right off. t\i,ll s~ 
. -Take!~~ 
Water started flowing again Monday 
through the Memorial Student Center 
fountain, which had been turned off for 
winter. 
Kamal Samar, assistant manager of 
the student center, said students have 
often posed problems in the past by 
climbing into or putting soap in the 
water of the fountain. 
Wading in the fountain can be a 





CAN YOU ANSWER 
BASIC ECONOMIC 
QUESTIONS LIKE THESE? 
True False 
D D (l.)Oneoutof 
five American workers belongs 
to a labor union. 
D D (2.) Producers of 
goods outnumber producers 
of services in our economy. 
0 • (3.) U.S. coal 
reserves are the world"s largest. 
D D (4.) Inflation 
reduces the standard of 
living of people on (elatively 
fixed incomes. 
If you found these 
questions tough, your 
Economics Quotient, your 
E.Q., could probably stand 
some improvement. 
A special booklet has 
been prepared to help you 
learn more about what 
makes our American 
Economic System tick. -It's 
fact-filled, easy reading and 
free. It's also an easy way to 
raise your E.Q. 
For your copy, write: 
"Economics:· Pueblo, 
Colorado 81009. 
ANSWERS: rv .n: .:re .r I 
The American 
Economic System. 
W. mAd al leo,n 111019 abed I. 
-(',i,\ ~-=~<-ct 





It's the cream of the Crimson! 
All the Original Albums ... 
All with the Original Artwork ... 
ALL RE-MASTERED HALF-SPEED 
And on •••• now through May 151 
LARKS" TONGUES IN ASPIC 
"Few people realize the danger of the 
electricity in the fountain," Samar 
said. "I guess something terrible will 
have to happen before people realize 
the danger." 
USA 
Natlonal "-cord Mart• 801 Fourth Aw. Downtown• a_nd In the Huntington Mall 
"""" ,,.,,.,,,. _ ... --· _ ...... 
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P_uppies may be cute; but· are they legal? 
By Ellen Riach 
It's • Sunday afternoon and a student is entering 
Holderby Hall carryiq her auitcue. Ia this juat 
another student returnin1 from a weekend visit 
home? She act.a naturally enou1h u ahe amil• 
apeab to friends, then boards the elevator and ~ 
to her third floor room. She ent.en her room, ahuta the 
door, undoes the clasp of her auitcaae and aaya, "OK, 
you guys can come out now." 
The moat common reeidence hall pets, accordin1to 
Welty, probably are hamatera and 1erbila, becauae 
othera are larger and easier to detect. 
However, at Univeniy Hei1hts, doge andcats area 
problem, he said. Univenity Heights furniture aom• 
timee bu to be bumed becauae of the amell left in it 
by the animala, Welty aaid. 
Wayne Animal Shelter, said the only time she 
receives animals from Marahall students is at the 
end of a semester when a atudent can't take an 
animal' home. She said the. moat common animal 
given to the shelter by atudents are cats. 
Deepite theregulationa a1ainat keeping a pet in the 
reaidence halla, aome atudents manage to do ao. 
Two black puppi• ·leap out of the auitcaae, taila 
wagging. Jennifer L Waterman, Baley, Ohio fr•h-
man, is not jut any atudent, but one who had juat 
slipped two puppiea into Holderby Hall. 
Rita Mann, coordinator of atudent conduct, aaid 
the peta ahe moat often heard about were "usually 
cata, a white mouae or two, aometim• a bird." She 
aaid one atudent once had a boa conatrictor. 
Deirdre S. Prince, Parkeraburg junior, aaid ahe had 
a cat in her room for a whole year when ahe lived in 
Buakirk Hall. At the end of the year, the cat wu 
taken home by her roommate. 
By keepin1 peta in her room, Waterman was viola~ 
in1 Manhall Univenity reeidence hall regulationa. 
The only pets allowed in the MU reeidence halla are 
those that can be kept under water, such u fish, 
according to Ray Welty, 888iatant director of 
houain1. 
Not many atudents are caught with pets, Mann 
aaid. Welty aaid about half a dozen are caught each 
aem•ter. 
The penalty for keeping a pet in the reeidence halla 
variea. Mann aaid the atudent muat remove the pet 
and may receive diaciplinary probation or a reetric-
tion of privileges, depending on how many previoua 
offenaee the atudent hu. She aaid the head reeident 
of the offender'• residence hall uaually deala with the 
problem. 
A cat was kept for a abort time in Buakirk by Myra 
S. Chico, Glenville sophomore, and her roommate. 
Her roommate found it, she said, "and thou1ht it wu 
cute and brought it home one day." Chico said the cat 
got to be a "nuisance," and was given away to 
another student to take home. 
Welty'a office bu the moat trouble with peta 
around the beginning of a aemeater, he aaid. He alao 
aaid rabbits are a problem around Eaater time, ''•pe-
cially in the women's dorina." 
Jennifer Waterman aaid ahe acquired her two pup-
pies when she went home for a visit and found out 
they were to be destroyed. She kept the pupa in her 
room, with the floor covered with iaauee of The Par-
thenon, ahe said. 
Pat Thomae, director of the Huntingtom Cabell-
Waterman said she found off-campus homea for 
the pupa after two weeb when they started tearing 
up things in her room. 
Psyc-hologic-al ~applications dis:c·ussed 
By Linda Cole llo_ffett 
Studyin1 the clauical Pavlovian 
conditioning reeponae in order to learn 
the formation of auociationa and 
treatin1 the emotional problem• ofpeta 
are juat two of the practical applica-
tiona that can be made from the atudy 
of paychology, according to an Ohio 
State Univenity profeeaor Dr. David 
Hothenall, who apoke on campus 
Thuraday ni,ht. 
formation of uaociationa, Hothenall 
aaid. Auoc:iationa are formed very 
quickly, Hothenall aaid, and may lut 
a lon1 time. Whethw they are aware of 
"Everyday I muat drive from my 
office to my laboratory," Hothenall 
aaid. "There are two parkinl Iota avail• 
able -and there is always a parking 
apace on the lot with a ramp. I alway• 
drive to the other lot first, becauae per-
hapa one out of30 times, I mi,ht find a 
spot." 
· it or not, everyone forma uaociationa, 
be said. 
Hothenall, profeuor of psychology, 
lectured to a audience of about 100 on 
the topic "Paychology in Action: Appli-
cation• Outside the Laboratory." 
Hothenall wu the concluding apeaker 
of the aeriea "Paychology as a Means of 
Doing Health and Buaineaa in 
Huntington." 
Hothenall aaid an example of such 
an auociation would be 1oing out to 
eat in a restaurant and getting ill after 
the meal 1'te person may tend to avoid 
that reataurant in the future or that 
particular type of food although the 
reaaon he ·got sick is not related at all to 
what he ate, he aaid. 
Hotheraall aaid he alao is involved in 
therapy for doge, or animal behavior 
modification. 
It is common that many dop are 
afraid of thundentorma, he said. 
Hotheraall aaid he play• a tape ofthun-
deratorma to the dop and provides 
rewards for calm behavior. Hotheraall 
said this therapy, althou1h it may be 
lengthy, has been aucceaaful 
"One of the moat important and fun-
damental scientific contributiona was 
B. F. Skinner's atudy on achedules of 
reinforcement,"_ Hotheraall aaid. 
By studying the claaaical Pavlovian 
conditioning reeponae, one learns 
about clauical conditioning· and the 
Hotheraall said he is very auapectible 
to schedules of reinforcement although 
the reinforcement may be infrequent. 
Hotheraall said he ia currently doing 
a atudy on how to control aggressive 
behavior in dop but is not having 
much aucceu yet. 
Professor retires after four years at MU 
By Kim McAbee 
After four years of teaching at Marshall University, Tho-
mas D. Davia, 62, diatinguished professor of journalism, will 
be retiring this spring. 
Davia came to Marshall in 1979 as the Frank E. Gannett 
Diatinguiahed Profeaaor of Journalism. He said he had been 
retired for eight years and had taught for one year in 1978 at 
the University of Central Arkanaas in Conway, Ark., before 
deciding to come to Marshall. 
At Marshall, Davia has taught Newa Reporting I, News 
Reporting II, Copy Editing, Feature Writing, Fundamental• 
of Public Relations, Reporting Public Affairs and Seminar 
in Media Management. 
"Marshall ia one of the beat joumalism school• in the 
country," Davia said. "It's a high quality achool deepite the 
handicap• of funding and equipment." · 
Davia said he likea the good relationahip he has with the 
students. "I wind up with the students as friends," he said. 
"I see them aocially, even after graduation, and many of 
them come to aee me for visits. I wouldn't teach ifl didn't like 
the .atudents." 
Davia said the atudents are "wonderful people. tm 
impreaaed with them. Many of them are very talented, but 
I'm worried that some aren'* challenging enough," he aaid. 
"Some do only enough to get by." 
"I think the faculty is the higheat one can find. It's well 
balanced in term• of experience," Davia said. 
The one thing Davia aaid he.doea not like about teaching is 
"grading papers till two in the morning." Journalism pap-
ers require individual attention, Davia said, and he usually 
bu "atacb of papers to grade." 
In 41Cfdition to teaching, Davia was the adviser for the 
Public Relatfona Student Society of America for one year. 
He has also been very active in the Society of Pro!e$sional 
Journalist•, Sigma Delta Chi. During hie four years at Mar-
shall he has also had a journalism halloween party at his 
home. 
Davis, former executive editor of the Delaware County 
Daily Times in Chester, Pa., was a reporter and day city 
editor of the Detroit (Mich.) Free Preas. He was alao a repor-
ter, assistant city editor and new• editor of the Arkanaaa 
Gazette in Little Rock, and he reported for the Lubbock 
(Tex.) Avalanche Journal and the Altus (Okla) Times-
Democrat. 
In four of hie last five years as executive editor of the 
Delaware County Daily Times, the paper with_. 50,000 circu-
lation won the aweepatakes award as the beat medium-sized 
daily in Pennaylvania, competing against 28 dailies. 
Davis received hie bachelor's degree in journalism from 
the University of Oklahoma and hie muter'• degree from 
the Columbia Univeraity Graduate School of Journalism. 
When he's not teaching, Davia said he enjoy• golf and 
gardening. He aaid he used to make wine until he discovered 
"California wines were cheaper and better." 
A native of Oxford, Mias., Davia is married and the father 
of four children. 
Davia aaid he is retiring becauae "all I'm doin1is pilin1up 
money. I have an independent income, and I'm more fortu-
nate than othen. I only teach because I want to." 
Davia said he and hie wife, Jane, will atay in Huntin,ton 
for awhile, but may eventually move. If he doea move, it will 
probably be to Fayetteville, Ark. "We have friends and rela- · 
tivea there," he said. 
After "taking it easy for awhile," Davia said he may even-
tually teach again. "I'm aure going to mies it a lot," but "I've 
eµjoyed about as much of this ·aa I can stand," he aaid. 
Last opportunity 
for Gallery tour 
By Wei-ahins Vans 
Alpha Kappa Alpha (AKA) aorority 
will sponsor its last art tour to the Hun-
tington Galleries at 2:30 p.m. Thura-
day, according to Tina G. Neal, 
Charleston senior and preaident of 
AKA. 
Neal said the art tour will help stu-
dents that are enrolled in fine arts 
classes to get more understanding 
about the Gallery's exhibitions. 
Cassandra E. Davia, Beard• Fork 
senior and project director, said the 
Huntington Galleries has established 
itself as a valuable cultural and educa-
tional reaou~e for Marshall students. 
Davia aaid its art galleries, aculpture 
courts and resource library serve as an 
extension of the services provided at 
Marshall. 
Neal said, ''The Huntington Galler-
iea help• to organize the toura and they 
have guides to explain all the exhibi-
tions." 
"We are hoping that the profeasors in 
fine arta classes will offer class credit 
to encourage students to go," Neal 
said. 
Davia aaid everything for the tour ia 
free, including the transportation and 
admiaaion fees. 
The art tour, which was started April 
7, has had problem• in the last two 
toura of getting enough people to ride 
on the buaea, Davis said. 
Neal said, "lfwe don't have enough 
people show up this time, then the tour 
will have to be cancelled." The school 
bus has to have at leut 20 people, ahe 
aaid. . 
Neal said the AKA has uked the fine 
arts profeaaora to announce the tour to 
their claaaea, and WMUL-FM will air 
the information to encourage students 
to participate. 
The art tour not only benefits the 
Marshall atudents, but alao benefits 
the Huntington Galleries,. Davia aaid. 
"For every student who goea to the 
Huntin,ton Galleries, the HERF 
(Higher Education Resources Fee) will 
give the Huntington Galleries $1 per 
student," Davia aaid. 
Davia aaid anyone who is intereated 
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Sports '83 
Neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow ... 
By Tom Aluiae 
Like the mail carriers of the U.S. Pos-
tal Service, Marshall tailback Robert 
Surratt can deliver in any type of 
weather. 
-In the annual Green-White game 
Saturday, which ended spring practice 
for the Thundering Herd, Surratt 
proved he can carry the football with 
success under.rainy skies and on a sat-
urated surface. 
He led all rushers with 73 yards on 10 
carri(lS. One run netted 44 yards for the 
White and set up the second of Scott 
LaTulipe's two field goals in the 7-6 
loss to the Green. 
"The offensive line had a great 
game," Surratt said. "The blocking 
was great and the holes were opening. I 
was just going through them;" 
Ted Carpenter, quarterbacking the 
Green, scored on a 2-yud _run with 55 
seconds remaining in the game to hand 
the Green its victory. The touchdo~ 
capped an 80-yard march by the Green. 
Surratt, who transferred this seuon 
from Harfol'd Community College in 
Bellaire, Md., said it hasn't been too 
difficult adjusting to MU's offensive 
system. 
He said he had to improve his block-
ing, something he has not had to do 
much of in his career. 
"With the type offense I played on in 
high school and junior college I didn't 
need to block that much," he said. 
Obviously someone was clearing 
paths for Surratt as a freshman at Har-
ford when gained 1,009 yards and was 
the ninth-ranked runner in the nation 
among junior college players. 
That same year he broke the fresh, 
man rushing record at his school set by' 
current NFL standout Randy McMil-
lan of the Baltimore Colts. 
Things were different however in 
his sophomore year when he gained 
800 yards. 
"I sat out o~e game with a broken 
finger plus _I was slow getting s~," 
he said. 
Nevertheless, Surratt was actively 
recruited by several schools, including 
Virginia Tech and Delaware State. 
As for Marshal.l's history of losing, 
Surratt said that was only an addect 
incentive to come to Huntington. 
"When the season starts n·ext fall we 
need to be one," he said. "If we win 
together and lose together we'll be 
alright. I'm looking foward to a pretty 
good season." 
Marshall-Walker connection leads to No. 3 
By Lealde Pineon 
Good news came in the form of a phone call for 
Marshall assistant basketball coach Dan Bell early 
Monday morning. 
went to Birmingham, Ala., Sunday to contact Epps. 
"He was very difficult to get in contact with," Bell 
said. "So we were very pleased he called us." 
Charles Jones -inside and Bruce Morris can be a 
designated shooter," he said. "We think it has 
worked out just the way we wanted." 
Epps also shot 59 percent from the floor and 72 
percent for the foul line. He also was recruited by San 
Diego State, East Tennesse State, Richmond and 
Rice, Marshall spokesman Mac Yates said. Epps 
became the third Walker recruit Marshall has signed 
this year. 
There is one scholarship left and Bell said the staff 
can afford to be selective. 
"I was in the office when Robert Epps called me 
clear out of the blue to say he was going to sign with 
us," Bell said. 
Bell said the "hottest prospect" for the final scho-
· larship might be 6-foot-10 Jimmy Miller of Sheldon 
. Clark High School in Inez, Ky. After the interview, a report by The Associate 
Press confirmed that Epps, a 6-foot-7, 225-pound cen-
ter from Walker Junior College had signed with the 
Thundering Herd. 
Epps averaged 12.5 points and eight rebounds a 
game this past season for Walker, which finished 
29-4 last season. 
"People may say 'Hey, what's going on here, sign-
ing all these from the same school' " Bell said. "But 
all five of Walker's starters signed with Division I 
schools this year and the No. 6 and 7 players will sign 
next season." 
"Coach (Henry) Dickerson has seen him play and 
is really high on him," he said. "The rest of us are 
going to go down and see him. Right now he's work-
ing out getting ready for a tryout for a Kentucky-
Indiana all-star game. 
"I also hear he is a fine baseball pitcher," Bell said. 
Huckabay, the recently hired Marshall head 
coach, was in Baton Rouge conducting a one-man 
basketball clinic at the time. Bell said Huckabay 
Bell said the recruiting goals for this season have 
been met. 
"Sam (Ervin) is a super athlete, Robert is much like 
"They say he has no earned run average at all. There 
is a possibility he might be able to swing something 
where he can come here and play both sports." 
Pace-setter Calhoun leads wome.n In TwHlght meet 
The Marshall University women's 
track team ran away with first-place in 
six events and hurdler Diana Calhoun 
set a meet record Saturday in the Twi-
light Invitational at the Marshall 
intramural track field. 
Calhoun, Proctorvil,e, Ohio, fresh-
man, set a meet record in the 100-meter 
hurdles with a first-place 17.4 seconds. 
Sonya L. Robson, Canton, OhiQ, fresh-
man, came in second in the event. 
Other firsts in the non-scored meet 
were in the discus, 880-yard sprint med-
ley relay, 440-yard relay, 100-meter 
dash, 400-meter hurdlee and 200-meter 
run. 
Paula S. Boone, Hurricane sopho-
more, won the discus (129 feet, one 
inch). Paula J '. Zwick, Wheeling fresh-
man, placed fourth. 
The team of Calhoun; Candy Patter-
son, Cross Lanes junior, Janet Keith, 
Scarbro sophomore; and Sue Conrad, 
Parkersburg senior, won the 880-yard 
sprint medley relay (1 1:56.8). 
The 440-yard relay was won in 52. 7 
by Zwick; Holly Baker, Wheeling· 
senior; Nanette Davidson and Cecilia 
A. Evans, Oak Hill, Ohio, sophomores. 
Keith won the 100-meter dash (12.7) 
and Davidson was fifth. 
Risa Withrow, Nitro senior, won the 
400-meter hurdles (1:12. 7) and Kathy 
Fulks, Culloden freshman, was third 
Keith won the 200-meter run (26.2). 
Patterson placed third and Zwick 
sixth. 
"Although this was a non-scored 
meet, meaning the team did not get an 
overall ~re, we scored in every event-
except the shotput-with at least two 
people," Stooke said. 
Stooke said this was the last home 
meet for the five seniors on the team: 
Conrad, Withrow, Baker, Kay Smith, 
Elizabeth, and Nora Smith. 
Stooke said six meet records were set, 
which included women's teams from 
California State College, Pa.; West Vir-
ginia Wesleyan; Cedarville College, 
Cedarville, Ohio; Morehead Track 
Club, Morehead, Ky.; University of 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Cincinnati Track 
Club, Ohio; Cuyohoga Community 
College, Cleveland, • Ohio; and 
Mar.shall. 
Sportsline 
Wednesday: BINball -- Herd vs. 
the UnlveraHy of Kentucky. 1 p.m. 
doubleheader .. SL . Cloud 
Commons. 
Men'• track -- Herd In Southern 
Conference Champlonehlps, Lex-
• lngton, Ky. 
Men'1 golf -- Herd In Southern 
Conference Ch1mplon1hlp1, 
Cherlolle, N.C. 
Thuredly: Men'1 track -- Herd In 
Southern Conference Ctiamplon-
lhlps, Lexington, Ky. 
Men'1 golf -- Herd In Southern 
Conference Ch1mplonehlp1, 
Charlotte, N.C. 
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Southard 'hopes' for better season record 
·By Randy Vealey 
The women's basketball team at 
Marshall University not only hopes to 
improve its game record, but wishes to 
turn the corner on a .500 season in 1983-
1984, according to Head Coach Judy 
Southard. 
Next season the women's basketball 
;, team will field a 15-member squad with 
· special arrangements made for travel-
ing with only 12 members, Southard 
said. 
In addition, she said the Her ... d has 
already signed two new recruits, and 
two more potential recruits will visit 
campus this week. 
shall communities, but a winning 
situation is needed for it to become 
popular. 
"We also suffer from somewhat of an 
identity crisis because West Virginia 
as a state doesn't have the interest 
other states have expressed in 
women's basketball and that carries 
over into college here," Southard said. 
However, she said the Her ... d's sche-
dule next season should lend itself to 
more people attending home games. 
At the Henderson Center next sea-
son the Her ... d will be playing the Uni-
versity of South Carolina, six colleges 
from West Virginia and its conference 
rivals, she said. 
To prepare the women's team for a 
winning season next year, Southard _...., 
"Recruiting for next year is as of yet said she will have the players follow-
not over," Southard said. "Ten of the 11 ing a conditioning program of 
players who played this past season strength, running and an individual 
/ will be returning or at least I've had no workout suited to the athlete. 
indication yet they won't." 
Other changes for the Her ... d in the 
1983-84 school year, she said include 
the addition of a full-time staff member 
to assist the team and help with 
coaching. 
The Her ... d's proposed budget for 
next season is competitive but not 
superior to the four other 8Quthern 
Conference teams who offer a women's 
basketball program, she said. 
Judy Southard, head women's basketball coach, directs the Her ... d at a 
season pracUce. Ten of 11 members wlll return and two recruits have been 
signed to play on the team. Photo by Merla Dawson-Broome,. 
Southard said she was disappointed 
the women's basketball team hadn't 
caught on in the Huntington or Mar-
"I feel it's a fair and accurate budget 
request, and I feel it will be approved," 
Southard said. 
lntramurafs a·llows $ludents to be involved - Lovin,s 
' • t { 
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By Robin Robinson was unus~al for more than two 
women's teams to participate in any 
1;. ~ A good intramural program is impor- event, but since the creation of the 
~ • · tant to students, because it allows stu- · 
'**"'".; ,,,.., ,,...-4-1 dents to become involved in university women's division, participation has 
~.,,,, activities, according to Thomas A. Lov- greatly increased: " ..__t; .- .· ins, director of intramural and recrea- "Ultimately, I would like to see full t .. ,' 
1 
,•:-%,.,;.,.,f~~~~ tional services. participation in intramurals by the 
qt,• -'iJ ·· • .·· ·· · · "Many students who come to Mar- majority of students," Lovins said. 
shall have always played sports, but Currently one-third to one-fourth of 
may not be good enough to play college the students participate in intramu-
varsity sports," Lovins said. "With rals, he said. However, it would be nice 
intramurals, they have access to their to have at least 50 to 60 percent 
favorite sports and an opportunity to participation. 
l)articipate. "Our overall program is as respon-
"Intramurals give kids theopportun- sive and competitive as-any other at a 
ity to experience the thrill of victory school of comparable size," Lovins 
and the agony of defeat as they did in said. 
high school," he said. The fntramural program offers 14 
The formation of the divisions: resi- fall activities and 15 activities during 
dence hall, fraternity, independent, the spring semester, he said. Twelve 
and women's has improved the quality co-recreational activities are offered 
of competition and activities, Lovins throughout the year. 
said. The intramural program is in fairly 
"My biggest satisfaction in the good financial shape, Lovins said. 
intramural program is the increased Three dollars from every full-time stu-
participation in the women's pro- dent's activity fee goes toward funding 
gram," Lovins said. intramurals, so financial support var-
He said when he came to Marshall it ies with enrollment, 
Elliott wins three of five 
The Marshall men's tennis 
team beat two of five teams in a 
series of duel matches at Ohio 
University during the weekend, 
according to a spokesman from 
the Sports Information Office. 
Colleges in the competition 
were West Virginia State, Uni-
versity of Charleston, Toledo, 
University of Ohio and Western 
'Michigan U~iversity. 
On Tuesday, Marshall 
6-3 and the U~iversity of Ohio, 
8-1. Marshall was defeated on 
Saturday by W eetern Michigan, 
9-1. 
Records of individuals on the 
Marshall team were Bud Viede-
veld, 2-3; Greg Olagebegi, 1-4; 
Dick Miller, 4-1; Bob Kidnocker, 
3-2; Mark Elliott, 3-2; John Valas-
quez, 2-2 and Dean Rose, 1-0. 
Thomas A. Lovin,, airector of Intramural and recreational services, works at 
his desk In the Henderson Center. Photo by Sue Wlnnell. 
defeated West Virginia State, 9-0. 
On Wednesday, MarshaH 
defeated the University of Cha-
rleston, 5-1. On Friday, Marshall 
lost both of its matches; Toledo, 
The double teams of Mark Elli-
ott and John Valasquez defeated 
the team from West Virginia 
State, 2-1; Bob Kidnocker and 
Dick Miller won against the same 
team 2-1 ·and Greg Olagebegi and 
Dean Rose. 1-0. 
_ __j 
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Some students cut up 
in more ways than one 
in -Marshall library 
By Sharon I. Mitchell 
The James E. Morrow Library is for information learn-
ing and contemplation, but some students are using it for 
vandalism, according to one librarian. 
Sara B. Staats, Interlibrary Loan librarian, said instan-
ces of articles tom out of magazines, missing magazines, 
book pages gone, pictures tom out with ink pens and razor 
blades are averaging more than 10 each month. 
"~ducation journals and literary criticism are the worst 
problems,'' she said. "Pages are missing or paragraphs are 
cut out and knives damage two or three pages besides the 
page they were after." 
. Sta~ts said the library ofter:1 replaces them through the 
interlibii_ary loan or by ordenng the magazine from the 
publisher. 
!'Sometimes a book or magazine is damaged so badly it 
needs to be replaced but it's not always possible," she said. 
. Students get Vf!!Y -~trated after going to six or eight 
different sources m theu research and the article& are all 
missing. However, many instances go unreported. 
"When we find the magazine or book, we start work to 
replace the pages," Staats explained. 
Some students change topics if they have time she said 
while others wait for the replacement pages. ' ' 
Staats said it takes at least two weeks to get replacement 
pages because other places are having the same problem. 
Therefore, it becomes necessary to go to several sources. 
"If we have to go out of state, the cost mounts," she said. 
"Some places charge a minimum fee of $2 or $3 in addition 
to 10 or 15 cents a page for copying it. The postage alone is 
expensive for the inquiries. If two pages of a book are gone 
that involves replacing four pages." · 
Staats explained that the time the magazine is off the 
shelf many students are denied its use. Also, she said tax 
monies are being used to repair and replace the vandalized 
material instead of buying new materials. 
Jo Ann Jordan, book mender, added that the replace-
ment pages do not look as good as the original, especially 
the photographs. 
If a student-is caught vandalizing a book or magazine, 
he or she is charged $5 for processing, the copying fee or 
price of the issue or book if it has to be replaced, Helen S. 
Jenkins, serials librarian, said. 
Staats added that, "The 'No Go' turnstile will catch 
anyone who tears out pages .with the metallic strip in it, 
and we encourage anyone who sees vandalism to report it. 




The deadline for applying for 
forensics scholarships is today, 
Dr. William N. Denman, asso-
ciate professor of speech, said. 
The scholarships are in the 
form of tuition waivers, he said. 
Two scholarships are available 
for debate and two for individual 
events, he said. 
The scholarships require the 
people who receive them to partic-
ipate in either debate or individ-
ual events for the semester that 
they receive the scholarship, 
Denman said. . 
Applications are available in 
the Department of Speech office 
on the second floor of Smith Hall. 
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• JI • • • I ABORTION-T;.n•t m.dica/ car•aYOilo- THIJlflC YOU'RE PREGHAHT-FrH t.•t• • 
• bla Call 7 a.m.-10 p.m. To/I 1r- J-800- at •IRTHRJGHT c-oalid•ntia/ al•o practi- : 
: 438-3550. cal. and •motional •upport. Hour. · JO • 
SAVE•l.60 
• 8PECIAL8UIOIEIIRATE8-1 aad:lb4'd- 0 m.-1 p .m. Non. tluu Sot. 41"88th St. Rm · I I room apt• .near Corbly. Comfortable, 302. 523-12/2. • = r_,.oaable. Oui.tli"lfJ.ng. 5:15-1717. 525- a.EANFURNISHED21/2BEDROOM : 
• 3736. APT-R~uced •ummer rot.._ O.ne block : 
: BABYSITTER-Two day• a week la my from campu& Coed• or grad •tudet• • 
• bo-lor 3 a.nd 5 yr. old. O...a frozJ•por#a• oai)·, 522-8152. : 
• tioa. 12.50 br. 525-5053 alter 4 p.m. • 
• FOil llElff-1 Wrm apt• oftllletl, a911r • 
: FOR RENT-Tow·nhouH Apartm.at•. 61 I Corbi-, Holl. !US-731:l lor .,,,,..,__,,._ = 
• 20th StHal. Now accepting applicatioa• FOR R'ENT-E•c•ll•nl Summer School • 
: for •umm•r. and fall 1983. Apartm•nt• hou•ing two bedroom /urn••hed apt. Spa- : 
• and hou•••· J b • • ciou, lodc from campu•. I month d•p- • 
• FORRENT-Apt .. lorSummer.Al/acrou 0•1I re,;. 523-5291 . • 
: •treet from campu& EH i, 2, 3, 4 BR. A/I : = utiJ pd. uc•pt electric 529-6211 . . SHORT TERM nEALTH INSURAHCE- •• 
• for tho,e oH parent'• plan or ia between 
•
• Bumm• Term Parkine•·l .15/ per term. job.. TimelnauranceAgentS. Biron. 522- : -
• 522-2353. 39 J 7. • 
• • 
• FORRENT.JBRW/ WA/ C. C/outocam- ONEBEDROOMnJRHJSHED = I pu .. All uti/iti• paid. 525.4669_ APAltTMENT-n.,., Ritt.r Pad: ,-rt.ct for • 
• q"iel. maturw •tudeat 250/ moatb. 522- • 
•
• 3J87ah•r5:00. = 
• FOR RENT-Apt. 4 room• and bath,.kit• • 
• chen. Furni•hed. 422 30th St. Rear. APARTMENT FOR SUMMER·-Two • 
: $180.00 mo.nth. $100 depoait. UtilitiM Bedroom. Nert to medical building. Call : 
• paid. lnquiri• in /root. No pet& 697-4525. . • - . . 
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NEED EXTRA CASH? 
Hyland.Plasma Donor Center 
Needs You! 
Monthly Raff le 
"Donors can win concert tickets, radios, grocer-
ies, movie passes, sports equipment and other 
_prizes. Be a donor and see what vou -;an win! 
Cash Paid at Time of Donation 
Up to $90 A Month 
$5 cash ·bonus paid to regular donors 
e11ch 8th donation 
You •re greatly needed as~ hl~od plum• donor. Blood plasma is an indispen· 
sable ingredienl in the mw,ufacturec f vital therapeutic drugs. and lhe Hyla~1 
Plasma Donor Center will pay cash tor your donation. · 
Oonaling is sale and simple'. .. or!ly the • 
plasma is removed from you blood. Do 
a goc1 deed w,d help yourself at the 
same tim8. Your p1asmais used to help 
people l ike you. Special group plans 
(fraternities. sororities, clubs, etc.) are 
ava, lable for funu raising. Appoint• 
ments are ayalfable to fit your c lass 
schedule. We are open Monday, Wed· 
nesday and Friday from 7:00 a.m.-2:30 
p.m. and Tuesday and ThurSday from 
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p .m. CALL FOR AN 
APf'OINTMENT TODAY: 697•2800. 
 
HYLAND 
PLASMA DONOR CENTERS 
631 4th Ave. 
Choose our famous roast beef sandwich ... a hearty 
helping of juicy roast beef, sliced thin and piled 
high. Or our own BBC!M A delicious combination 
of beef, bacon and cheddar-flavored sauce on a 
fresh bun. Two money-saving ways 
to Taste the Rax Experience!M 
·--• I 
I 
2 BEEF. BACON & I 
CHEDDAR•S~WICHES 
•2.89 = 
I This offer not valid with any other discount or coupon. Sales tax I 
I charged where applicable. Offer I good at participating !E; I Rax Restaurants only. I 
.. 
Coupon expires 5/8/83 RM/TS 
------ I 
------· 2~'Wr I 
•t.99 : 
This offer not valid with any other 
discount or cou·pon. Sales tax I 
charged where applicable. Offer I 
good at participating ~
Rax Restaurants only. :S..~ I 
Coupon expires 5/ 8/83 lllSI _.II -------
On Fifth Avenue next to the Field House 
5604 Rt. 60 East at Pea Ridge Plaza 
